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Among Friends

Christmas in October

When we are traveling among Friends, one particular question often arises: How do issues of the magazine come together? People want to know whether the articles are solicited, for instance, or if they just come in. How do we decide what to use?

Our process of receiving articles is much like an unprogrammed meeting for worship. We as editors find ourselves sitting on the facing bench, if you will, of a very large meeting—a threshing session, perhaps—one that includes Friends of many persuasions from a wide geographical area. When messages are shared with us, as they are daily, we read them carefully. Some are expressed well, others need improvement or seem less suitable. We try to exercise discernment and participate in extensive dialogue with authors. Out of this process our monthly issues emerge.

Sometimes we ask individuals to submit articles. Currently, for instance, the subject of realignment within Friends United Meeting is a topic of wide discussion. We have invited two Friends to write on the subject for a future issue. Similarly, this year marks the 50th anniversary of Civilian Public Service. Several veterans of CPS have been asked to write articles for an issue this winter. We try to be aware too of who has traveled recently to an interesting place in the world, what Friends have delivered a challenging conference address, who is traveling with a particular concern. At such times we encourage timely articles.

Our October issue represents all of this. When Imogene and Richard Angell visited us in June, Imogene brought us her article. We were moved by the result of the work of Friends in Detroit to support a Friends school, and we look forward to publishing the piece. A short time later we received, unsolicited, the articles by Thomas Woehrle on “Teaching Religion in Friends Schools” and by Alfred LaMotte on multicultural education. Spencer Cox’s article had been in a folder for over a year; we'd been waiting for the right mix of articles with which to place it. The “Final examination” on page 17 found its way to us from a monthly meeting’s newsletter (we receive many of them and comb them regularly for things to share). Paul Wahrhaftig was invited to report on the national conflict resolution conference. The FGC reports are a mix: some of the authors were invited during the gathering to send us their impressions; others surprised us with their reflections or photographs.

A particular delight in the current issue is a new department, the Parents’ Corner, initiated by Harriet Heath. We look forward to contributions from our readers to this corner—parents and children alike—and trust this will become a valued space for good dialogue among Friends.

In closing, may we suggest a particular writing assignment for all who wish to contribute to our December issue? In 300 words or less (deadline October 14) send us your “most memorable Christmas as a Friend.” Last year The Friend of London Yearly Meeting published the responses to such a question, and they were wonderful; brief, yet providing great depth and diversity.

We look forward to your gifts—at Christmas and at other times.
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Attention arboriculturists

Looking again at one of my favorite photographic histories—Philadelphia Quakers 1681-1981, by Philadelphia Yearly Meeting—I note the close association of old trees with old Quaker structures or with old Quakers. The most noteworthy association of these two is the Shackamaxon elm with William Penn, made well-known by the Quaker painter Benjamin West. In the above-cited book is a reproduced photo of a great white oak near Salem (N.J.) Meeting, which in 1676 predated Penn's gathering on the Delaware River with his Friendly native Americans. Turning more pages I find two other old trees associated with Quakerism, the only two I remember viewing personally before my emigration from one PYM area to another PYM area to another (Pacific Yearly Meeting). These are the magnificent old oak— is it a black, white, red, or other oak?—in the foreground of the London Grove (Pa.) Meeting, and the giant Sequoia near the Painter-Tyler Arboretum in Delaware County, Pa.

I suggest there are in the early Quaker areas of the mid-Atlantic states other examples of historic old trees of known association with Friendly structures or with Friendly arboriculturists. This appeals to me as a worthy topic for a Quaker writer to explore. Taking another tack, what kinds of native woods were the old Quaker meeting benches sawed from? From where were the trees cut and who were the sawyers, the joiners? Were the wooden partitions between meeting sections cut from the same woods as were the benches?

I would like to correspond with any other Friendly historians of similar mind wanderings who would fancy such intellectual explorations as mine. I would encourage him/her to write of and photo reproduce his/her information.

Edward P. Thatcher
1812 Villard St.
Eugene, OR 97403

(FJ welcomes such correspondence as well.—Eds.)

Pools of blessing?

I was fortunate to visit Scattergood Friends School in Iowa for four days recently. This high school campus is a gem. The cluster of buildings serves the school community well. A lovely frame meetinghouse stands with its back to the adjacent Interstate 80, which is hidden in a deep road cut. The hushed swish of trucks and cars is steady. One could wish that the corridor of traffic were set over a mile or so to the south. Yet it occurred to me during worship in the meetinghouse that the love and centeredness of that building and of the century-old school grounds continually radiate spiritual energy and peace. Some of this may spill down onto the highway. If so, drivers of trucks and autos are splashing their vehicles through an invisible, ever-replenished pool of blessing. Do these people sense a corresponding moment of light-heartedness and of relaxation from anxiety? Do travelers experience a strange and beautiful empowerment as they drive just below the meetinghouse? These questions came to me. Could it be that the Divine Presence is pleased to see a major highway touch the hem of the grounds of a committed religious community?

The fact that a similar impingement of a new highway is happening to Pendle Hill's grounds in Pennsylvania gives credence to the concept of invisible baptismal pools of the Spirit near Friends' centers and other similarly enlarged and gentled sources of spiritual power. I find it to be a wholesome image that eases and gives purpose to the discipline required of residents of at least two Quaker centers of learning, as the learners deal with the background sound of distant traffic.

Francis D. Hole
Madison, Wis.

What a puzzle!

It was nice to see my name in print (FJ July), but that wasn't my Quaker Crostic! You do have three of them from me; one you published in January 1990, the others are in your files for use. Perhaps you might publish the following crostic as a letter with a note explaining who actually wrote the one you published in July.

Oops!

A. FRIENDS JOURNAL's editorial standards.

B. Embarrassed sound.

C. ______ if it were mine.

D. Editors can ______ but they can't hide.

E. Someone who couldn't believe what he saw.

—Eds.

Dear Editor,

Your note about the mix-up on author of July's Quaker Crostic just came and you'll be interested in the following: Even
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after solving it, I never checked my copy! or realized it was mine!

The Cresson family and the Roberts family were acquainted years ago at Radnor (Pa.) Meeting. Young Os and his sister were the age of my children. When one of the Cresson crostics was published in FRIENDS JOURNAL, I wrote to Os, senior, in Costa Rica. Later, I had a note from Os, junior, from Western Michigan University, enclosing a couple of other puzzles.

So, I'm now sending a note back to young Os with another crostic I made up. Let me know if you want more material!

Irven Roberts
N. Easton, Mass.

It ain't over

(Our FJ Board clerk, Sam Legg, experienced with London, England, environs, calls attention to a mistake in one of the clues to the July Quaker Crostic! Clue C was, "Where Big Ben is (3 words)" and the answer given was "Tower of London." Not so, Sam points out; Big Ben is located in the Parliament tower (Westminster Palace), not the Tower of London—located just east of the city and on the north bank of the Thames—very different structure. So there, we fooled you all! —Eds.)

Page answer: Tower of London

Our legacy

Charley Brown's message (Forum July) about the environmental future and the impact population growth will have on future generations of children deeply affected me.

Recently I attended a conference where Gaylord Nelson, past governor of Wisconsin, U.S. senator and lifetime environmentalist, told us that he felt the number one threat to human existence was our over expenditure of our environmental capital assets. And that the biggest danger to these assets was uncontrolled population growth. He suggested that the way to prevent this disaster was to develop a conservation ethic.

For Charley Brown of Wiscasset, Maine, to welcome this population growth by asserting "the spirit of God will be just as great for each child then as it is now" astounds me.

In order for the inner spirit of God to be honored, nurtured, and developed within a human being, huge expenditures of human, physical and environmental resources are required.

Many Friends stood against the war fever that swept America during the Persian Gulf conflict. They prayed, lobbied their representatives, marched, and went to jail. Now they will heal the wounds and bury the dead of George Bush and Saddam Hussein's oil war.

In the hysteria of those days, the courageous actions of some young Friends may have been overlooked. They should be noted.

Noah Rorem, 13, of Kankakee (Ill.) Worship Group, lives in Essex, Illinois, west of Kankakee and southwest of Chicago. Last spring he was in the 8th grade. At his school, posters of Saddam Hussein with bull's eyes on them were being put up. Students began to sport yellow ribbons.

In response, Noah drew a big peace sign on the back of his Levi jacket and wore it to school.

At Noah's school the other students made remarks like, "Traitor!" And the comments continued throughout the school term.

Noah persevered, however, also declining to use "Honor Those Who Served" stamps.

Andrew Stout, 11, of Bloomington-Normal (Ill.) Meeting, lives in Normal, in central Illinois. At his school, where he was in the 4th grade, yellow ribbons began to sprout.

Andrew's school council voted about reimbursing their teachers, who had purchased the yellow ribbons used in the school. Andrew, along with another member, voted no. The other students didn't say anything but they looked at him as if to say, "Who do you think you are?"

Some time later, Andrew and fellow students signed a large banner to present to a visiting soldier. Andrew didn't look at the banner as he signed, feeling it couldn't be anything bad. But when he saw the banner at the rally for the soldier, he was amazed. It said, "Thank You For Our Future." He felt he never would have signed it if he had known what it said.

(Andrew commented to me later, "Thank you for our future, what does that mean?" Shaking his head, he adds, "How did the world get to be this crazy?")

During the war, Andrew also participated in a silent march in Bloomington-Normal.

Jesse Hepperly, 8, of DeKalb (Ill.) Meeting, lives in DeKalb, Illinois, west of Chicago. His school, where he was in the 3rd grade, was flooded with yellow ribbons and posters.

Jesse's teacher wanted the class to write letters to soldiers saying, "Thank you for fighting for me and being willing to die for me." Jesse and some of the other students didn't want to write the letters, because they didn't want anyone to fight or die for them, but they were made to do so, anyway.

Jesse's school also sent "Support the Troops" flyers home with the students. Jesse was upset about this, too, so his teacher asked him to bring something to share with the other students. He brought "The Peace Dragon," a Fred Small song. Some of its words are: 'Children wave and shout hello when it flies overhead/It calls to people, 'Please don't fight, but think and talk instead/Don't send your young ones off to war, don't poison all the earth/When you're truly big and strong, you'll understand what peace is worth.'"

Jesse's teacher confiscated the song. When his mother contacted the school authorities, she was informed that it was subversive literature and that it would endanger the safety of the troops.

Jesse has continued to struggle, however. A large boy for his age, he has refused to fight with the other children and plans are for him to serve on a student mediation committee to prevent fighting between students.

These young Friends are heroes. They have luminous courage. They should inspire us all. We are blessed to have them in our midst.

Gary Sandman
capital are required. If this capital is not available, that child’s inner spirit of God shrivels and dies as we can clearly see in the eyes of starving children. Without spiritual nourishment we will ultimately create a human civilization made up of degraded morons, a population consultant recently stated.

As people of the Light of Jesus Christ we have an obligation to take full spiritual responsibility for creating the Kingdom/Queendom of Jehovah God on this planet Earth—NOW! We do this by saying “NO!” to everything that diminishes and dehumanizes life and “YES!” to everything that affirms it. We need to be spiritual warriors showing our grandchildren what it means to be responsibly alive, vital, and in love with one’s self, others, and Mother Earth.

A planet with its human population under control and living in harmony with the fundamental laws of nature must be our spiritual legacy to future generations.

Nancy Laine Davis
Madison, Wisconsin

The power of prayer

In your News of Friends section (FJ June), a request was published from the Friends Meeting of Austin (Tex.) for prayers as the meeting considered the request for marriage of Steve and Jim.

At the July meeting for business, the meeting decided to send a second notice to FRIENDS JOURNAL as follows:

“The Friends of the Meeting at Austin, Texas, wish to thank Friends everywhere for their prayers for our meeting in its decision-making process regarding the marriage of Steve and Jim.”

Paul Stucky, clerk
Austin (Tex.) Meeting

(Steve and Jim are to be married under the care of Austin Meeting November 2, 1991. —Eds.)

Simple gifts

Do you ever have use for tiny manuscripts? I was so struck with Margaret (Holly) Sanderson’s recent message at Stony Run (Md.) Meeting that I asked if I might send it to you. The enclosed is fully three-fourths of the entire message, and is near enough to the exact words Holly used that both she and I are comfortable with it:

“God’s unconditional love for us accepts us as we are, but points to something higher which we may become.”

Eleanor Webb
Baltimore, Md.

Protest letters needed

When I was in San Jose, Costa Rica, in mid-July, I learned of the case of Livia Cordero Gené, now in her 16th month in prison without a trial. What I am asking Friends to do is to write the president of the Costa Rican Supreme Court, the minister of justice, and the president of Costa Rica, pointing out the violation of human rights and asking why the trial has not been held.

Livia Cordero Gené has been identified with peace and human rights organizations; and it appears that she is being held for her political views rather than the trumped-up charge of complicity with a bomb-thrower. She has been a member of the Quaker Peace Center, the Women’s International League for Peace and Freedom (WILPF), the Commission for the Defense of Human Rights of Central America, and the Costa Rica Commission of Human Rights.

It is not up to us to determine the guilt or innocence of Livia Cordero Gené, but to insist on a fair and speedy trial.

Friends involved with the San Jose Friends Meeting and Peace Center are encouraging our efforts. The WILPF, Apartado 315-1250 Escazu, Costa Rica, would appreciate receiving copies of letters sent to officials. The addresses of key officials are:


Robert S. Vogel
Pasadena, Calif.

by Sam Legg

Some years ago, the United States sent a probe to Mars. It was programmed to land and acquire samples of rock/soil for study back here. What we were looking for, of course, were signs of “life.” To accomplish this, the probe contained instruments capable of detecting evidence of oxygen, carbon, and the other components of life as we know it on Earth.

Granted, Mars is pretty close for me to be suggesting, as I do, that we might be wise to keep our minds open to the possibility that “life” could turn out to be something so far unknown to us here. The chances of a different form of life so close as Mars are, I admit, small. But what kind of probe would we send to another galaxy? Is it possible we might find there forms of life completely different from anything we could imagine?

A physicist tapped on a solid oak table and said to me: “This table is mostly empty space. Inside are myriads of molecules dashing madly about at furious speed, but the distances between them are so vast they seldom collide, yet together they still make the table.”

Remembering the times I have been bruised by bumping against the edges of badly placed tables, I found the description hard to accept. But what if it were true? What if our body is simply an unimaginable number of cells, each performing its destined role? Taking it farther, what if I am one of those cells in a larger body, say, the Earth? From what we keep learning about the infinitely expanding universe, why couldn’t our massive planet itself be merely a cell in a larger organism, say our Milky Way galaxy? Why stop there? We could go on to see our galaxy as a cell, one tiny fragment of the ultimate creation. And if that idea doesn’t make us think big enough, let’s say the galaxy is a cell in the big toe of a larger being. You get the idea; we could go on indefinitely like this. And we could explain lots of the explosions our telescopes and our radio instruments capable of detecting evidence of oxygen, carbon, and the other components of life as we know it on Earth.

Sam Legg is a member of Stony Run Meeting, Baltimore, Md., and clerk of the FRIENDS JOURNAL Board of Managers.
God has been speaking to humanity since there have been any humans, and will go on speaking while we last and beyond.

CONTINUING REVELATION

antennae are registering: as a cell I eventually meet and couple with another, producing a third, fourth, etc., or I get mad at another and eat or otherwise annihilate it. As the scale gets larger we explain growth as well as wars.

What if this scenario, based as it is on our human knowledge, is as ridiculous as it sounds, but for the reason that out there in the great beyond are forces and objects unknown and undreamed by humans on Earth? How do we set about beginning to encompass the immensity of the physical universe? Just as important, how do we learn to stretch our imaginations beyond our intellectual experiences? For instance, remembering Walt Whitman's learned astronomer contemplating the firmament, how do we define God?

Necessarily we begin with our God-given intelligence to seek "proofs" that satisfy us, most of which someone eventually more or less successfully challenges. I have long since given up trying to define God. Defining anything limits it, and who am I to limit God? God is so far above and beyond me and my comprehension that I can only accept what I cannot describe in words but what I can, and do, feel. This conveniently eliminates the temptation to create God in my human image. It also helps me avoid pontificating that an idea or proposed action is God's will. If God is beyond my human comprehension I would be wise to refrain from announcing in precise terms what the Divine Will is. I will not presume to speak for God, however comfortable I may feel with my present insight.

This is not to say that a group of us can't assemble and quietly wait for an indication of spiritual guidance. Our experience shouts to us that indeed we can. Nor does it mean there are no eternal truths in the Bible or in the sacred writings from other religions. Again, our experience abundantly demonstrates the validity of such literature in interpreting, clarifying, often confirming the insights that have come to us in our individual prayers or in our corporate seeking in our meetings for worship. But what is so exciting is to recognize that these eternal truths can be expressed in different terms in different circumstances or eras. And so we must be open to such new light as is constantly being revealed, or at least is available, to us. Continuing revelation means to me that God has been speaking to humanity since there have been any humans, and will go on speaking while we last, and beyond. Over the years our understanding has evolved; we probably know more about God than did our Paleolithic ancestors. But there is more to know; as we learn to listen to the still small voice, we have faith that what we think is God's will at the moment will guide us in healthy directions.

Continuing revelation also means that new light, new understanding can come to us at any time and from any source, not just from our own tradition. God can, and does, speak to us from the pages of the Koran, from the heart of our beloved, from farthermost space, from our meetings for worship. How important, then, that we keep our hearts and minds open to receive—to the extent we are capable—new insights. The meeting for worship is perhaps the most likely, surely the easiest place for us to do this, but it won't hurt us to try it at other times as well.
Friends School: ‘One of Detroit’s Jewels’

by Imogene B. Angell

A Friends school in Detroit, Michigan? Does this concept seem incongruous?

Last fall, NBC’s 20-20 sensationalized the fires set on Halloween and the gun shots that celebrate the New Year in Detroit, exacerbating the negative image the city has acquired throughout the rest of the country. Behind this image, there are many good and positive aspects to the city, the seat of an auto industry that was once the prototype of U.S. dynamism and progressive thinking. But still, a Friends school in Motown? The city of the first UAW sit-ins? The Supremes? The 1967 riots? The Bad Boy Pistons? The Grand Prix races?

Today, like other large cities, Detroit’s people are plagued by problems of low income, unemployment, drugs, and violence. Due to an exodus of whites it is predominantly black (70 percent), and recently many middle-class blacks have also moved to the suburbs. As in other large cities, homicide is the leading cause of death for black children over the age of nine, and its predominantly black school system has a poor record. Fifty-four percent of male students drop out of the public schools before they finish the 12th grade; 45 percent of female students are dropouts.

The Friends School in Detroit was founded in 1965 because a suburban independent school refused to admit an African-American student because of her race. The girl was the daughter of Wade McCree, then judge of a U.S. district court in Michigan and later solicitor general of the United States under President Carter. Civic leaders of Detroit were gravely concerned. Knowing that Quakers have a strong involvement in solid education and a long history of recognizing the worth of each individual regardless of race, they asked the newly formed Green Pastures Quarterly Meeting to found a Quaker school. A small group of sponsors pooled enough money to get it started.

The school began with 65 students in grades one through five meeting in a storefront in Lafayette Park. Each subsequent year one grade with 16 students was added. Soon it was relocated in temporary trailers on a muddy tract of land obtained from the city in an area known as the Black Bottom. Under the leadership of Hali Giessler, who became its first headmaster, funds were raised by 1970 to erect a beautifully designed brick school building on the same site. The trailers were kept for the lower school for several years. By 1972 there were nearly 400 students. Currently it is surrounded by attractive low-cost condominiums and impressive new businesses.

The hotel towers of the Renaissance Center can be seen nearby on the riverfront.

From the beginning, Detroit Friends sought to have its student body reflect the city’s cultural, religious, racial, and economic diversity. It stresses students’ self-respect and respect for others, emphasizes nonviolent resolution of conflict, and attempts to help students develop integrity and responsibility. It

Imogene Angell has been a trustee of Friends School in Detroit since 1985. From 1976 to 1984 she was an elected trustee on the Board of Education in Birmingham, Michigan. She is a member of Birmingham (Mich.) Meeting.
encourages diversity, openness and honesty, friendly collaboration, and cooperative interaction among all. There is a very dramatic contrast between the atmosphere in Friends School and the city outside its doors!

Friends School is not isolated from the violence and crime of Detroit. Funds have been embezzled and its building has been broken into several times in recent years with computers and other readily salable equipment stolen. The present headmaster spent a few long nights in the building to prevent further theft, then reluctantly hired a security guard to park his marked car in the parking lot and stay in the building nights.

To help combat violence in the community, a series of AVP (Alternatives to Violence Project) workshops were brought to Friends School in 1987. Stephen Angell, then chief administrative officer of AVP, brought trainers from New York to help get the program started. Trustees of Friends School then secured a grant to provide workshops at the school for community leaders at no cost to them. Working with Save Our Sons And Daughters (SOSAD), an organization of parents (mostly African-American) whose children have been murdered, several people were trained to teach others the techniques of avoiding violence by AVP methods. After training, the new facilitators are prepared to participate in offering basic workshops for others and to help the program to expand.

During its 25 years, the school has undergone several crises. As other private schools opened their doors to minorities, Friends' uniqueness was less apparent. Students were drawn away from the small upper school to two very good magnet public high schools that offered rich academic and social opportunities.

In 1976 and again in 1987 it suffered financial crises, which led trustees to seriously contemplate closing the school. In both cases the parents rallied strongly to resist the closing. In 1976 the school was mortgaged and over $500,000 in debt. The trustees personally loaned thousands of dollars to help meet faculty payrolls, parents engaged in fundraising, and the staff under Headmaster Tom Woehrle, with behind-the-scenes help from influential Friends and sponsors, got donations and foundation support to pay off the mortgage and put the school back on a completely debt-free basis.

In 1987, enrollment had shrunk, especially in the upper school, and though still debt-free, its reserves were so badly depleted the trustees actually announced that the school would be closed at the end of the school year. The parents rallied en masse and demanded that the school be kept open, even though it could not provide a full program, because, they said, "there is nothing else like it for our children."

It was at this low point that miracles began. The Detroit Free Press's lead editorial on April 7, 1987, was entitled "BEST FRIENDS: This jewel of a school would be a shame to lose." It said:

It would be a terrible loss for Detroit, and a great shame, if lack of support in the community forced Friends School to fold. ... Now all schools take black students, but the role of the institution at Lafayette and St. Aubin hasn't diminished: it combines academic excellence with a truly integrated, hospitable environment (the ratio of white to black students at Friends is about 50-50) and promotes a Quaker value system that stresses tolerance and teaches peaceful ways of resolving conflicts.

Friends is one of Detroit's jewels and most heartening symbols. Without it, this city would simply be a worse place. This unique school deserves help from the community it has been serving so well.

The upper school was laid down, but Friends School, preschool through eighth grade, survived and limped along for two years. James Shirley, a retired principal of the Detroit public school system, who had been teaching part-time at Friends, volunteered to serve as headmaster. He worked full-time at half-pay to keep the school in operation. Because of lack of funds, the program was neither complete nor of the high quality Friends School had been offering and should offer. The dire financial situation also resulted in acceptance of students with major academic/behavioral problems as well as substantial individual reductions of tuition fees because each additional student brought in a little more desperately needed money. The school owes a real debt to those courageous parents, staff, and trustees who doggedly kept the school alive for these two years till "the way opened."

In 1989 Friends School became the beneficiary of a 1.2 million dollar bequest. An exciting new headmaster was hired, Edward M. Jacomo, who has now been able to bring the quality of the academic program back up to an excellent level. Ed Jacomo is nationally known as an educational leader. He voluntarily gave up a good position in...
and turned down other exciting job offers because he thought he could make the most difference at Friends School. He continues to participate at the cutting edge of education discussions locally and nationally, often bringing participants into Friends School in Detroit. Though not a Friend, he fosters a rich Quaker presence in the school through silent meetings, consensus, queries written by students, noncompetitive games, and community service (including Friends students helping handicapped students at a nearby public school). Visitors to the school frequently remark about the palpable sense of boys and girls from varied backgrounds learning to live and study together harmoniously in an atmosphere that emphasizes the nonviolent resolution of conflict and the unique worth of each individual.

Friends School now has 109 students in preschool through eighth grade. It has an annual budget of $900,000 and an excellent academic program. An administrator of one of the prominent suburban independent schools in our area remarked that it would cost them between two and two-and-a-half million dollars to run our program at his institution.

The school, however, is forced to spend substantial amounts of its reserves each year to maintain its objectives. Tuition ranges around $4,000. However, to accomplish its mission of diversity, it must offer many students substantial financial aid. No school with a similar mission could ever support a high quality academic program on tuition alone. And Friends School in Detroit cannot raise its tuition significantly. Many of the full-pay students pay monthly installments, which sometimes are late because families don’t have the money. In many cases, when parents submit applications for financial aid, the report indicates they cannot afford to pay anything for tuition. Nevertheless, they find at least half of the tuition so their child can attend.

Quakers in this area give financial support to the school, but they are few in number and are not wealthy. Because of real concern about the Detroit public schools, local corporations that used to support Friends School are now focusing their attention exclusively on public education. (Under the Detroit Compact Program, a corporation adopts a specific public school, provides volunteers to work there, and guarantees either a job or tuition to a state university for students who comply with attendance requirements, graduate with a B average, and achieve a 19 or higher on the ACT.) Contributions to Friends School have decreased while its costs continue to escalate.

The Board of Trustees (11 of the 21 are Quakers) feels it is imperative to assess the school’s situation realistically. The historical pattern of financial well-being followed by financial crisis cannot continue. The board decided that the time has come to either raise a sufficient endowment to make the school financially secure for a long time or to plan to discontinue its existence in an orderly manner. It holds that one cannot justify keeping the school open unless it can consistently maintain a quality program. A committee has been appointed, therefore, to determine the feasibility of Friends School raising those funds necessary to permit the school to maintain its program on a long-term basis without running a deficit.

Are other Friends schools grappling with the same fundamental question? Is there still a real need for Quaker education at the elementary/middle school level? What is the future for Friends elementary/middle schools? How and by whom will they be supported?

Teaching
by Thomas Woehrle

For some years now I, a Presbyterian minister, have taught courses in Bible and religion at the secondary level in Friends schools to students with a variety of religious beliefs and backgrounds. Always before me is the question: How do I teach so that I am responsible to my own beliefs, those of my students, and those of the school?

The biblical passage that I have found most helpful in addressing this query is Jesus’ encounter with a Samaritan woman in the fourth chapter of John’s Gospel. When the woman asks on which mountain, Gerizim or Zion, God is rightly worshiped, Jesus replies that the time is coming when neither mountain will be the place of true worship; for true worship will occur wherever one worships God in spirit and in truth. The conclusion I have drawn from this regarding my teaching is that I should endeavor to deepen and strengthen the spiritual life of my students within the traditions that are already shaping them.

Since this approach has been most challenging with regard to students who are not Christian or Quaker, I present here three cases—a Jew, a Muslim, and a Hindu—as examples of my approach.

Some years ago I first met Judy in a seventh-grade English class. She had not yet learned how to write a cohesive paragraph or to combine several paragraphs to present a thought in a coherent way. She struggled throughout the first half of the year without much success. Then one winter day she came to me excitedly, saying, “I finally understand how to write a paragraph. It came to me all of a sudden.” She was right. The insight had come to her in a manner similar to a conversion experience. She was enabled to take off and write not only cohesive paragraphs but excellent essays.

Three years later in tenth grade Judy was again my student, this time in a religious studies course that featured the Bible. Her background was Jewish, but her family was not practicing and she had had no religious training. As we worked our way through the Bible, she became deeply interested in what she
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was reading and hearing for the first time in her life. Several months into the year she confided to me that she had begun to attend classes at the Jewish community center in her neighborhood in order to become better acquainted with her faith. Near the end of the year her father told me that because of her curiosity he too began to attend classes at the community center. He expressed his deep appreciation for the way in which our religion class had led to his and his daughter's discovery of the riches of their own Jewish faith.

To have served as a midwife to Judy’s discovery of paragraph writing and her religious faith gave me great satisfaction and provided me with a model for my teaching.

My other two cases come from the school year just completed. One was a senior in a new course in Middle East history and culture in which, among other topics, we studied the scriptures of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. Faisal was the only Muslim in the class. Since his family was consciously raising him in the Islamic faith and he had made the pilgrimage to Mecca, he was an important resource. He contributed many of his experiences and perspectives to class discussions, helping all of us come to a deeper understanding of Islam.

In March we took a trip to Washington, D.C., to learn more about U.S. foreign policy in the Middle East. Learning of the existence of the Islamic center there, we made it our last stop before returning home. Faisal and I did not know quite what to expect, but we found a beautiful mosque on the edge of Rock Creek Park. The class was fascinated by it. Faisal asked if he could do his noon prayers. We said we would gladly wait while he prayed. We all watched him begin the ritual and then went outside while he finished. Upon emerging from the mosque he expressed appreciation for having been allowed to practice his faith. He obviously had been deeply enriched by the experience and the rest of us had acquired a greater appreciation of Islam.

Also this past winter, Nicole, one of my students in a required senior religion course on the Judeo-Christian tradition, came to me after the first class and said that she had studied all of the material at the school she had just come from. After asking her a few questions, I realized that she was correct and that it would be unwise to have her take the course.

From her name I suspected that she was Hindu in background and she confirmed this, but said that she had not been raised as a Hindu. I asked her if she would like to do some independent reading on Hinduism under my supervision. She jumped at the chance. She began with two books she had at home—one a simple introduction to Hinduism the other on the concept of karma. Then she read the Bhagavad-Gita and the Upanishads, writing a perceptive essay comparing the two. Finally, she read the material on Hinduism and Buddhism in Huston Smith’s The Religions of Man, writing an outstanding essay comparing the two religions. In our last conference she said that she planned to continue the study of Hinduism she had begun this spring.

I am convinced that in the course of our studies each of these students—a Jew, a Muslim, and a Hindu—were brought closer to God, worshiping the Divine One in spirit and in truth. I also am confident that I have functioned in the spirit that Jesus suggests in his discussion with the Samaritan woman in the fourth chapter of John’s Gospel.

In all of this, my understanding of the true meaning of conversion has shifted from turning a person to Christianity from another religion (or no religion) to the turning of each person to God in the way that God makes himself known to that person. In many of my students, this means the deepening of Christian belief. Yet for Faisal it meant deepening his Islamic faith, and for Judy and Nicole it meant converting them, i.e., turning them, to the religion of their families. I hope and pray that both the Samaritan woman and Jesus would approve of this approach.

In closing, I lift up the words of Elizabeth Fry, an early 19th-century Friend who led the fight for humane treatment of prisoners in Britain. She said, “I do not fear truth. . . . Never give up the search for it; and let me take courage, and try from the bottom of my heart to do that which I believe truth dictates, if it lead me to be a Quaker or not” (Leonard S. Kenworthy, Sixteen Quaker Leaders Speak, p. 48). It is in the spirit of these words that I attempt to carry out my vocation as a teacher in a manner that is responsible to my students, my school, and my faith in God as I know him in Jesus the Christ.

When the Samaritan woman asks on which mountain God is rightly worshipped, Jesus replies that the time is coming when true worship will occur wherever one worships God in spirit and in truth.
Friends Schools:

Two Unmet Needs

by Spencer Coxe

The day after the U.S. invasion of Grenada, a Philadelphia Inquirer reporter, taking the pulse of the citizenry, interviewed a young man hanging out at the corner of Kensington and Allegheny avenues in Philadelphia. "Man," he replied, "it's great. It's about time America kicked ass." The answer, unhappily, reflects a value system far more common in our country than the ideology of this journal or of most Friends.

The query on education from Faith and Practice of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting asks, "How is the Friends school contributing to the mental and spiritual growth of the community about it?" It is a wholesome exercise in humility to ask what Quaker education is doing, or even trying to do, to reach "that of God" in the majority of our fellow citizens, whom the young man at Kensington and Allegheny symbolizes.
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The query on education from Faith and Practice of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting asks, "How is the Friends school contributing to the mental and spiritual growth of the community about it?" It is a wholesome exercise in humility to ask what Quaker education is doing, or even trying to do, to reach "that of God" in the majority of our fellow citizens, whom the young man at Kensington and Allegheny symbolizes.

Taken as a whole, primary and secondary education offered by Friends schools in our Philadelphia Yearly Meeting area provide little opportunity for the majority element of the population—Friends or non-Friends—to profit from an education infused with Quaker values. It is a curious irony that our religious society in its first generation was made up mostly of artisans, people who made a living by their hands. Yet with few exceptions our schools do not reach out to this population, and few children of families with working-class backgrounds attend. It would be interesting, and probably humbling, to see "what love can do" with a group of Kensington children with aspirations to own an auto-repair shop or run a beauty parlor. [Kensington is a low-income, working-class section of Philadelphia. —Eds.]

Our schools cater overwhelmingly to students who score well in intelligence tests and are academically inclined. Without any conscious decision on any-body's part, the schools have become training grounds for "people that matter." These include some children of working-class backgrounds whose parents have dreams of "my son the doctor." There was more than a hint of elitism in the remark at my monthly meeting that we should not "water down" our standards. Not only is this form of elitism at odds with our egalitarian tradition, but it is contributing to the process that has converted the Society of Friends over the generations, at least in my own yearly meeting, into a peculiar kind of aristocracy, combining gentility, liberalism, and a high respect for intelligence and "accomplishment."

There was probably no moment at any of our Friends schools when a conscious decision was made to cater to the academically gifted. It has come about because of an evolution that affects almost all successful charitable institutions; commonly they become more and more high-powered, efficient, and "professional" as the years go by, until their character is altered and they are no

It would be interesting to see "what love can do" with a group of children with aspirations to own an auto-repair shop or run a beauty parlor.
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The mission of Quaker schools was to make sure that our children were brought up in the faith, and sheltered from exposure to the world and its temptations. The overwhelming majority of my classmates in the Westtown class of 1936 were Friends, and most were Orthodox. (I was a Hicksite, and felt it.) It was only a few years before my arrival that the first non-Friend was admitted, and not long before that the first piano was admitted.

Running schools for the avowed purpose of raising children in the faith (narrowly defined) is a clear and honest mission, and can be rationally defended. We have now abandoned it as inconsistent with Friends' current perception of themselves less as an embattled remnant of holiness and more as purveyors of a gospel of relevance to all.

Quaker schools in the Philadelphia Yearly Meeting area have abandoned the original mission; indeed there are Friends who have found it difficult or impossible to enroll their children in a Quaker school, even in their own meeting's school. The sacrifice of this important mission—education of all Friends' children who desire a Quaker education—would be justified if it were the necessary price to pay for some more important mission on which our Society is agreed. But this is not the case. By and large our schools do not serve as a demonstration of the validity of our beliefs about the nature of humankind and the power of love. They do serve as a demonstration that Friends can offer to an intellectual elite a high-powered academic education infused with Quaker social values. A good ranking in the prep school sweepstakes is not, in my estimation, consistent with our values, nor the best we can aspire to.

Delaware Valley and Stratford Friends schools were launched because Friends recognized unmet educational needs. My thesis is that there are still two such needs. One is the provision of a place for every educable Quaker child who wants a Quaker education. The other is an experiment—within existing schools or through a new institution—to meet the needs of blue-collar families that have no aspirations to change the color of their shirts. I do not presume to prescribe how these needs should be met; I certainly do not propose abandonment or radical transformation of existing institutions that—measured in their own and the world's terms—are enormously successful.

If the experiment of providing education to blue-collar students were to fail, as well it might, we would profit from the experience in two ways. First, we might overcome the insufferable smugness that pervades discussion of our schools. Second, we might be led to confront our fuzzy thinking about the roots of our faith, or, less charitably put, our intellectual dishonesty. We might see that in truth we run the kind of schools we do because we do not really believe that an inclusive school would validate our faith in the power of our principles.
A Critical View of Multiculturalism

by Alfred K. LaMotte

Our schools and colleges are now embarking on programs of "multicultural education," igniting the nationwide debate over "political correctness." Some would even say that multiculturalism is the newest secular religion, following Freudianism and Marxism, to promise salvation through social engineering. Quaker schools must ask serious questions about it.

The ideal of cultural diversity is nothing new to Quaker education. Quaker teachers have always believed with George Fox that the Light of God is poured out in every human heart, regardless of race or ethnic background, following the text of John's Gospel, 1:9: "That was the true Light which lighteth every person that comes into the world."

Long before the multicultural movement, Quaker schools were witnessing to the Truth from the most liberal and diverse perspectives. But as Quaker education affirms the ideal of multiculturalism, it adds something to it, something that gives Quaker schools an entirely different tone and thrust.

Yes, we affirm the importance of hearing a diversity of voices and values. But we cannot stop there, in a chaos of moral relativism that gives equal credence to every demand, every custom, every point of view. We hold that there are certain moral absolutes, which proceed not from our artistic imagination, nor our intellectual reasoning, nor our ethnic heritage. The great Quaker testimonies of peace, justice, simplicity, and respect for the Light Within spring from a divine source which flows through us but not from us, demanding a way of life that is "in the world but not of the world." We might paraphrase this New Testament verse by saying that we live in culture but not of culture. For God transcends culture, declaring through the prophet Isaiah to every culture in the world, "My thoughts are not your thoughts!" God is not a product of human culture. And in the midst of diverse voices there is one supreme voice, the voice that speaks in the silence of the heart at meeting for worship, the voice of God. God is the final arbiter of cultural values, the absolute underlying the relative, the moral source for persons of every ethnicity. And we experience God in the deepest center of our soul precisely when we have transcended culture altogether.

Quaker schools do not receive their marching orders from any culture, nor from a diversity of cultures, but from a direct experience of the living God. In that experience, "You have stripped off your old self with its past deeds, and put on a new self, who grows in knowledge as it is formed anew in the image of its creator. There is no Greek or Jew here... no foreigner or Scythian, slave or freeman: but Christ, who is all in all" (Col. 3:9). For this reason the first Quaker worshipers vigilantly rejected all cultural images, rituals and icons, ceremonies and hymns. Their worship was an act of transcendence, an act of liberation from any culture whatsoever.

Cultures provide us with shadowy and partial images of God, rituals that hint of divine processes, literature and art that convey, however imperfectly, some of God's qualities; but no culture can contain the Lord. A God communicated through cultural images is but an idol, a second-hand God, someone else's notion. The true and living God must be experienced directly, in that aloneness of moral decision-making and independence of heart which is true worship. To know God, we must radically distrust the images of every culture, even our own, and worship purely "in Spirit and Truth" (John 4:23). So the problem for Quaker schools is not the problem of culture, but the problem of God. It is spirituality, not multiculturalism, that should be at the center of Quaker education.

As students "strip off the old self and..."
cultural Education

Quaker teachers see their students not merely as history, chemistry, or culture, but as continuing revelations of God in human form.

put on the new," the image of their Creator is restored in them as a deep center of moral freedom. Then and then only can they study culture in a way that will help them discern Truth from falsehood. Then and then only can they celebrate what is good in every culture, having distinguished it from the fashions of vanity, chauvinism, and greed.

But in multiculturalism there is no God, no absolute, no moral center from which to order relative cultural values. Students are simply given a confusing diversity of art, literature, and quaint custom, then told, "Celebrate all of this; it is all good." The lack of a spiritual center leads multicultural education into the following contradictions:

Unity vs. Fragmentation
Multiculturalism attempts to unite us, but often divides us. Look at the "celebration of ethnic diversity" in the world today!Croats define themselves as

not Serbs. Armenians are not Turks. Sikhs are not Hindus. Palestinians are not Jews. Russians are not Ukrainians, and Lithuanians are not Russians. Many of these ethnic groups call themselves "separatists." The affirmation of one's own worldly culture will almost always involve the negation of someone else's. Is this obsession with race and ethnicity really drawing us together, or tearing us apart? Can we ask adolescents to emphasize ethnicity without inviting the dark side of ethnicity: tribalism, nationalism, and racial competitiveness? In the words of the poet Yeats, "Things fall apart, the center cannot hold; mere anarchy is loosed upon the world." Clearly, without a spiritual absolute above all cultures, multiculturalism can only bring the fragmentation of society, not its healing.

Non-Western Cultures vs. Human Rights
Multiculturalism could not have arisen in any other culture than the Western liberal tradition of human rights. Its very notion that all voices should be heard, the notion that every person has equal value regardless of race, religion, or gender, the notion of democracy itself, comes from centuries of struggle in the West for the dignity of individuals. This ideal of human rights can be expressed simply: it is individual persons, not ethnic or gender groups, who have rights; and they have rights simply because they are persons. Such a notion is no facile assumption; it was not easily won. The dignity of the individual is the luminous essence extracted from the dross of racial, religious, and sexual prejudice, through the blood of many martyrs, by the marvelous alchemy of democratic struggle in the West. It began when the voice of the biblical prophets called for the rights of "the widows and orphans and aliens in your land." Almost eight centuries ago, the Magna Carta clarified the rights of citizens. The Protestant reformation spawned practicing democracies and William Penn's holy experiment in religious tolerance. Out of these struggles came the Declaration of Independence and the U.S. Constitution, a stream of lovely tears shed down over the centuries, nourishing us with their fragile justice. As educators in a multicultural curriculum, we must ask ourselves, is this sacred tradition of social justice simply one among many ethnic traditions, of no more value than the rest? And what are we to do when we teach non-Western cultures that sometimes contradict our notion of human rights?

If I am teaching Islam, I must teach that in an Islamic court of law it takes the testimony of two women to equal the testimony of one man, because women are innately inferior in reason and virtue. If such a concept of justice were offered in a Philadelphia district court, it would be rejected as lawless sexism. What does the multiculturalist say? Is such sexism to be valued in Pakistan but condemned in Philadelphia? Does such sexism become valid simply because it is practiced by non-white, non-Western societies? Or is there a moral absolute that transcends all cultural situations, the absolute standard of human rights? If there is such a standard, then it follows that culture cannot be trusted just because it is culture. There must be ethical categories which transcend culture. Our concern in Quaker schools is not to celebrate Islam or any other culture; our concern is to celebrate the Truth by which all persons are set free.

The same type of contradiction arises when we look at tribal violence in Africa or among Native Americans; when we look at the oppression of women in China, or the caste system in India. For thousands of years, such non-Western cultures have valued their members not on the basis of individual rights, but on their class, gender, or tribal affiliation. It is no coincidence that these cultures are turning to the U.S. Constitution and the European democracies to restructure themselves. It is no coincidence that Gandhi, an Indian, found his inspiration in Thoreau and the New Testament. It is no coincidence that Martin Luther King, Jr., in his "Letter from a Birmingham Jail," cites Plato, Jesus, the biblical prophets, and not the traditions of African society. It is no coincidence that the students in Tiananmen Square erected a model of the Statue of Liberty, that em-
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blem of France's struggle for democracy, and not the ancient Chinese goddess, Kwan Yin. Could it be that the Western liberal tradition represents certain political values that are simply closer to the Truth? Closer to God's absolute standard of Justice?

Our task as Quaker educators is not to trumpet the superiority of Western values. It is to point out the Truth wherever it may be found. The ideal of human rights is taught not because it is Western, but because it is true. Asian cultures have much to teach us about the inward spiritual processes of self-knowledge. The Sioux and the Hopi can teach us a deeper awareness of our Mother, the earth. Islam can instruct us on the value of purity and the pitfalls of materialism. But none of these cultures should be celebrated simply because they are there. They should be carefully examined for whatever truths they may offer. But all, including our own, contain much that we must finally reject. Jesus was not teaching multiculturalism, but offering us the sharpest of swords to reject the claims of all human culture when he said, "My kingdom is not of this world."

**Person vs. Type**

Friends, I fear that such over-confidence in worldly cultures may negate centuries of struggle for human rights and drag us back into the shackles of tribalism, where we will find ourselves defined, not by our individuality, but by our membership in a race or clan, our ethnic and biological type. Multiculturalism may begin as a way to combat stereotypes; it ends by creating them. What are we to make of such types as "Native American", "Afro-centric", or "Euro-centric"? Is there an "Afro-centric personality"? Does this term respect the different experiences of Urban, Masai, Tsi Tsi, Zulu, or Muslim peoples? Do Bishop Desmond Tutu and "Bid Daddy" Idi Amin have the same psychological and moral "center" just because they live on the same continent? And how "African" is a black teenager growing up in the South Bronx?

What of that latest stereotype, the "Euro-centric personality"? Tell a Lithuanian his culture is the same as a Russian's. Tell a Serb his culture is Croatian. Tell a Quaker elder her culture is just like a Roman Catholic's! Are St. Paul, Karl Marx, and Ayn Rand all "Euro-centric"? I can't think of three more divergent sensibilities: They take us into utterly different worlds. The term "Euro-centric," like the term "Afro-centric," is as demeaning and insensitive as any other racial stereotype.

The final contradiction has become obvious: Multiculturalism presents a skewed definition of the human person. While professing to give humans more dignity, it finally degrades them by defining them incompletely. Implicit in multiculturalist rhetoric is a philosophical materialism that reduces human beings to their genotype. In this rhetoric there is no person capable of stepping out of history into the present moment and freely choosing her future. There is no spiritual self capable of rising above the program of her genes, the determinism of her ethnic past. She is the product of impersonal biological forces; her fate had better be determined by educational consultants and sociologists, for she has no soul!

If I choose you because you are black, or gay, or female, I have missed you. On a college application, it is as superficial to ask you your race as it is to ask you what sign you were born under. The Nazi passports of 1939 asked no more than this.

Quaker education asks more of us. It demands more than our color and sex. A Quaker definition of the person has biblical roots and adds to the multiculturalist rhetoric an element of immeasurable dignity: that precious Light without which we cannot be fully human. Quaker teachers know that their students are "created in the image of God," the Light Within, "which lighteth every person that comes into the world." Quaker teachers see their students not merely as history, chemistry, or culture, but as continuing revelations of God in human form. Quaker teachers remind their students that they are transcendent beings, unfettered from the biological past to choose and act in freedom now. Quaker teachers teach their students to dream "that one day white children and black children will be judged by the content of their character and not by the color of their skin."

John Woolman, who ignited the antislavery movement in the United States, defined this transcendent spark in the human person:

A principle which is pure, placed in the human mind, which in different places and ages hath had different names. It is, however, pure and proceeds from God. It is deep and inward, confined to no forms of religion nor excluded from any where the heart stands in perfect sincerity. In whomsoever this takes root and grows, of what nation soever, they become brethren in the best sense of the expression.

As a Quaker teacher studying diverse cultures, do I ask my students to seek out this "deep and inward principle"? Do I teach them to follow King's dream, honoring character instead of color? And in the moment of meeting my student face to face, to whom shall I speak? Shall I speak to her racial history, her sexual group; or to the uncontrollable radiance of something more particular, more present and marvelous? Shall I speak to that of God in her? Shall I speak to her soul?
FINAL EXAMINATION
GULF WAR 101

INSTRUCTIONS: Circle the correct answer: do not be deceived! Answers on page 40. Sponsored by Education for Peace and Justice, and reprinted from the newsletter of Madison (Wis.) Meeting.

1. Suppose you were living in Baghdad at the end of March of this year. Describe your living conditions.
   a. You have adequate water and sanitation, enough food, and electricity.
   b. You have adequate water and sanitation, enough food, but no electricity.
   c. You have adequate water and sanitation, but severely rationed food supply and no electricity.
   d. Your water supply is polluted, the sanitation system does not work, food is severely rationed, and there is no electricity.

2. Since 1945, 23 countries have been invaded and occupied by other countries. In how many of these cases has the United States intervened militarily to expel the invaders?
   a. 23   b. 22   c. 21   d. 3

3. In 1975, when Indonesia invaded the newly independent country of East Timor, eventually killing 15 percent of the country's total population (100,000 persons), what subsequent action did the United States take?
   a. Sent troops to militarily remove Indonesia.
   b. Applied severe economic sanctions to Indonesia.
   c. Called for the United Nations to permit the use of any means necessary to expel Indonesia.
   d. Supplied Indonesia with additional weaponry.

4. During the Gulf crisis, the government of the United States expressed great concern about the use of chemical weapons by Iraq. In 1983, when the United Nations passed a resolution strongly urging the prohibition of the use of chemical weapons, 98 nations voted for the resolution, and only one voted against. What nation was this?
   a. Iraq   b. Iran   c. People's Republic of China   d. the United States

5. During the Gulf crisis, the government of the United States expressed great concern over the development of weapons of mass destruction in Iraq. In 1985, the United Nations passed a resolution urging that the development of weapons of mass destruction be prohibited; 128 nations voted in favor and only one nation voted against. What nation was this?
   a. Iraq   b. Iran   c. People's Republic of China   d. the United States

6. In eight and a half years the United States dropped 66,375 tons of bombs on the people of Indochina. In the 43-day Gulf War, how many tons of bombs were dropped on Iraq and Kuwait?
   a. 1,000 tons   b. 2,000 tons   c. 20,000 tons   d. 88,000 tons

7. According to the Department of Defense, what percentage of the bombs dropped on Iraq and Kuwait missed their targets?
   a. 4%   b. 10%   c. 16%   d. 70%

8. In early February, former Attorney General Ramsey Clark filmed the results of the United States' bombing of the city of Basra. Which of the following were destroyed or severely damaged?
   a. factories and communications centers
   b. three hotels and the central market place
   c. at least ten residential neighborhoods
   d. all of the above

9. How many dollars will the U.S. Department of Defense spend per hour in 1991?
   a. $50,000   b. $250,000   c. $1,000,000   d. $36,000,000

10. While the Gulf War, whose estimated cost is $50 billion, was occurring, a cholera epidemic, threatening 125,000,000 persons, broke out in South America, owing largely to polluted water supplies and inadequate sanitation. For $50 billion, how much of South America could be provided with safe drinking water and adequate sanitation systems?
   a. 15%   b. 25%   c. 40%   d. 100%

Trends in Peacemaking and Conflict Resolution

by Paul Wahrhaftig

For the fifth time in more than a decade I participated in the National Conference on Peacemaking and Conflict Resolution. The conference, held in Charlotte, North Carolina, June 4-8, reflects the conflict resolution field as a whole. I have found this pre-eminent gathering of North American conflict resolvers and peacemakers to be a useful measure of the growth and health of the conflict resolution field. It was attended by 775 people. Many were practitioners, including volunteer mediators in neighborhood programs resolving nuisance cases. Others mediate divorces or environmental and public policy issues. There were trainers who teach effective problem-solving techniques in schools and communities. Completing the mix were some academic researchers and participants from overseas.

I can only report on my personal impressions within this vast gathering. I found the role of Friends to be a puzzle. For example, while the Mennonites take a strong institutional role in conflict resolution, mainly through Mennonite Conciliation Services, the organized Quaker involvement is nearly invisible. Friends' national organizations, particularly the American Friends Service Committee, are notable by their absence, although a couple of staff members were present. By contrast, the Mennonite Conciliation Services has been an exciting and important presence.

On the other hand, Friends individually took part in all segments of the conference and are an important presence in the field. Organizing a Friends worship service during the conference seemed natural. Does this reflect a situation where individual Friends have moved ahead of their institutions in recognizing opportunities the conflict resolution movement provides for building peace?
making processes into our communities?
In part, the conference was a healing process. Advocates of negotiated settlements to major conflicts felt betrayed and powerless by the U.S. government’s refusal to try to negotiate in the Persian Gulf. Boulder (Colo.) Friend Elise Boulding of the International Peace Research Institute was particularly moving as she focused the group on the long haul. The Gulf, she said, was a failure, but we must renew our efforts to make effective nonviolent peacemaking an approach of first choice. She recalled the woeful student who complained to her during the Vietnam War, “I have been demonstrating for four weeks and nothing has changed!”

There were 187 panels and workshops. Here are some glimpses of the conference:
- At an informal reception for overseas visitors, sponsored by the Conflict Resolution Center International, a member of the Supreme Soviet from the Soviet Armenian Republic was locked in intense conversations with a Turkish mediator. Although the history of Armenia and Turkey is far from friendly, they explored ways Turkish mediators might help with the Armenian-Azerbaijani conflict in the Soviet Union. The Soviet, a woman, agreed to visit the mediator in Turkey if he would take her to the village that her grandfather comes from.
- Barbara Date of Peace Studies at Bethany Theological Seminary conducted a training session that emphasized the importance of developing nonviolent language. It is a major challenge to strip our parlan ce of war metaphors and start building peace ones.

If you have had a difficult day, you are at the “end of your rope.” That new project is “dead in the water,” and “heads will roll.” Possible translation: If you’ve had a tough day your “tank is empty.” That new project “won’t fly,” and “someone will be responsible.”

- Fifteen South African conflict resolvers joined eight Eastern Europeans as they reviewed the vast repertoire of problem-solving skills developed in this country. To what extent are these skills important building blocks for new democratic structures? For instance, both groups were looking for ways of organizing civilian control of the police in societies where there is yet to be a political consensus on how society should be structured. Although he was not present at the conference, Hendrick W. Van der Merwe’s influence was visible. Van der Merwe, a South African Friend, has struggled for years to implant nonviolent conflict resolution skills into that country. It was exciting to see the depths of involvement and creativity that have sprung from his efforts.
- Former President Jimmy Carter spoke. We were reminded that no U.S. soldiers died in combat in his administration. He stressed the link between approaches to environmental control, and the federal government finally did something uniform.

That is what is so important about what you do. If you never are involved in Sudan, or Burma, or Sri Lanka, the fact that you are doing a good job in Charlotte, North Carolina, or Atlanta or Idaho means that the people get the conviction that in spite of serious disagreement, there is a successful way to resolve a dispute where both sides win.

That is a theoretical and practical awareness that can help to change national and even international politics.

By the end of the conference I felt that the conflict resolution field is healthy and vital. New and exciting approaches to nonviolent resolution of conflict are being made at all levels of our society. And those skills are being used abroad in the traditionally intransigent conflicts of Northern Ireland and South Africa.

However, I am convinced peacemakers will continue to sit on the sidelines of international conflicts until they learn how to counter U.S. leaders who promote power-based “solutions” to international problems. It is time for the conflict resolution movement to turn outward—to the U.S. body politic. We need to focus on building a common political strategy. We must use it to change the politics of this country so that expressions like “we’ll beat their butts” will become politically irrelevant. Instead politicians will declare, “________.”

Why the empty line? I tried to think of a conflict resolution campaign slogan to end this article. Neither I nor anyone I talked to at the conference could. We simply have not invented the concise language needed to reach beyond our community of peacemakers. We must to invent imagery that will grab public attention. That is a challenge that awaits people interested in peaceful resolution of conflicts.

I urge readers of FRIENDS JOURNAL to participate in this work. For starters, send your campaign slogans to the Conflict Resolution Center International, Inc., 7514 Kensington St., Pittsburgh, PA 15221; telephone (412) 371-9884; fax (412) 371-9885. We will publish the best in our international quarterly periodical, Conflict Resolution Notes, and reward each entrant with a free copy. We will then build a major presentation around effective communication with the public for the 1993 Sixth National Conference on Peacemaking and Conflict Resolution, to be held in Portland, Oregon. □
Growing in Radical Faith

Growing in Radical Faith—living the questions, seeking the answers—was the theme of this year’s Friends General Conference Gathering. From June 29 to July 6 more than 2,000 Friends—one of the largest post-Cape May Gatherings to date—met at Appalachia State University, Boone, North Carolina, to explore this theme. A wide variety of workshops and interest groups throughout the week, along with evening plenary sessions, provided a vehicle for such seeking.

In a year in which the Gulf War deeply affected our lives and meetings, peacemaking was an important topic during the week. One plenary paired Asia Ben­ nett, American Friends Service Committee executive secretary, with National Public Radio’s Scott Simon in a dialogue exploring the role of the peacemaker. Scott’s personal experience as a Friend and broadcast journalist assigned to cover the Gulf War, and Asia’s views from within AFSC provided Friends with a stimulating evening. Another session featured Ohio Friend Christine Snyder in a discussion, “Seeking Simple Truth.” How may Friends find simplicity, she asked, considering the heavy demands placed upon us in our work and daily lives? Sonia Sanchez—teacher, poet, and human rights advocate—read her poetry and spoke to our hearts from her African-American experience. Nancy Nye and Mubarak Awad, with extensive knowledge and experience in the Middle East, helped Friends to reflect on the nature and meaning of nonviolence.

As with most Gatherings, tough issues arose during the week, and Friends worked hard to resolve them. When news came that a local July 4 homecoming parade for Gulf War returnees would encircle the campus, Friends wrestled with the practical meaning of “radical faith.” It was agreed to schedule a meeting for worship outdoors on the campus during the time of the parade rather than carry signs of protest. Friends for Lesbian and Gay Concerns members and their supporters at FGC were upset by reports that the July Friends World Conference in Honduras might be unwelcoming to gay and lesbian Friends. The FLGC group approved a minute of concern and took steps to meet with FWCC planners in coming months. Issues of the Middle East became focused for some Friends of Jewish descent who felt Nancy Nye’s and Mubarak Awad’s speeches would be too one-sided in support of the Palestinian cause. There was talk by some of absenting themselves from that plenary; an afternoon interest group, well attended, explored many of these feelings.

Throughout the week, dialogue occurred. Friends for the most part listened to one another. There was good opportunity for worship. Children were ever present and brought with them playfulness and laughter. And there was ample supply at the snack bar of that most Quaker food of all, ice cream—enough flavors to taste or describe.

The flavors of such a conference could be described in at least 2,000 ways. What follows are those we received immediately after the Gathering.

—Ed.

A Deeper Sharing

A Gathering of Friends. A gathering of friends. What struck me most as a first-timer to FGC was how much I felt I was with friends, how much I felt at home. It was not, however, like the feeling I got from my recent 25th college reunion, where I was renewing old acquaintances. I only knew a handful of people who were at the Boone Gathering. Nor was it like the homey feeling you might get from an intimate gathering around a fireplace. Two thousand people in one place effectively precluded that.

Rather, the sense of being with friends came from sharing something deeper. On the visible level, it was sharing a kind of Quaker lifestyle—the casual, comfortable clothing, the lack of pretense—
overt indicators of personal commitments to simplicity. Part of it, too, was the sharing of a kind of politics—concern about the environment, a seemingly unanimous opposition to the recent U.S. excursion in the Persian Gulf, the easy acceptance of the large contingent of FLGCers (Friends for Lesbian and Gay Concerns), the sensitivity to women's issues, and so on. It makes a big difference to know you are with people who won't challenge you about your politics and basic values. A sharp contrast with most of the rest of my life.

The Gathering was not a utopia, of course. My seven-year-old son, Reuben, quickly acquired a couple of young buddies at the Junior Gathering. Midway through the week, two of them squared off against two others in a physical fight in the big grassy area outside the dining hall. It was, to say the least, quite a remarkable sight for a Quaker gathering. Rather than shaming the kids, the parents talked about the fracas with the boys' teachers. The Junior Gathering teachers held a conflict resolution session with the children the next day and, by the end of the week, they were all buddies once again. I was most impressed.

Being with 2,000 Quakers was more than just a comfortable way to spend a week. Perhaps because it was so comfortable, I felt safe to be stretched spiritually. My morning workshop, "Patchwork Faith," which was led by Lynn Fitz-Hugh, became a tight-knit little community where everyone seemed relaxed about exploring and discussing our faith and our doubts. Two other high points: Elizabeth Watson's lectures, as I am a real fan of her writings; and Geoff Kaiser's entertaining and informed version of U.S. Quaker history. I fully anticipate being at many more FGC Gatherings in the future. We certainly will if my son, Reuben, has any vote in the matter.

Robert Levering
San Francisco, Calif.

FGC Fourth

This July was my first experience with the wonder of FGC, and in many ways it has given me the strength and courage to make great changes in my life. I had the privilege of working with Junior Gathering, attending many late day and evening activities, and dancing my heart out every night. On the Fourth of July, Sonia Sanchez spoke at the evening session, and proved to be a powerful presenter. [This was the annual Henry J. Cadbury Event sponsored by FRIENDS JOURNAL, an address entitled “The Poet as a Creator of Social Values.” —Eds.] Many of us were quite moved by her program, and I found myself writing these words to describe my personal experience:

In the early evening light, barefoot boys throw crumbs to baby ducklings paddling on the pond. Beneath the surface, golden carp lazily circle round, their graceful fantails bowing to one another like ballerinas in gauzy skirts. Colors of crimson and azure cover the sky as on a finely painted porcelain, while a mischievous breeze ruffles the edges of pond, face, clouds alike. Here and there among the sprinkling of stars are homemade starbursts—backyard rockets proclaiming a hometown Fourth.

Inside a stuffy auditorium, 500 people sit oblivious, held captive by the power of a small black woman's voice reading poetry, telling tales having nothing to do with the beauty of the evening. She speaks of a people's anguish, poverty, grief, torture, suffering ever building in intensity even as her words seem more softly spoken.

As the reading ends, a keening begins—a raw wall rising, echoing in a hundred different tongues all crying out in fear and pain and longing. And 500 people respond as if pierced to their naked souls and, gasping for breath, they swallow her cry whole.

My heart is wrenched from the safety of its naive white breast, wrung and bled. And my life is redefined in an instant along with countless others. My conscience rebukes me and refues excuses; my vision is no longer veiled by the innocence of my birth.

In the early evening light, barefoot boys throw crumbs to baby ducklings under watchful parents' eyes as I stumble blindly from that place. Mist newly risen from the pond mingles with the tears stinging my eyes, transforming them into crystal drops as they fall silently to the waters below. And I see with newborn clarity the ever widening circles far reaching into the night, out of sight.

Anita M. Thacker
Valatie, N.Y.

Listening to God

I was the Gathering coordinator for those entering first grade in the fall. A few children entering kindergarten were also added to my group. We sang, did art projects, had stories, played and had worship around the theme of Radical Faith. So often our youngest Friends heard expressions of "listen to God," "God speaks out of the silence," "God will lead you," and so on.

I asked the group how they thought God speaks to us, and I thought the ideas would take several days to evolve. To my surprise and delight their responses came quickly and with thoughtful care. Here is what they said. I changed a few "He's" and substituted "God"—the rest is direct quotes.

How God Talks to Us

God makes storms and wind.

God sends a note in our head.

continued
God is inside everybody. God thinks of something and then we think of it. We think God’s words. The wind says something that God says. God makes a picture in our head. If you listen very quietly you can hear God speak to you. God says something the wind says. God speaks to us in our dreams. God sends a message from your heart to your brain and then you do it. God speaks through our parents and then through us and then through our children. It’s like God has magic and God speaks to us when we speak to God. God can be in any form. Maybe God speaks through a satellite. God sends a message down with magic and we don’t even know it. God is not a boy or a girl.

Wouldn’t it be wonderful if we adults could look at the world with as much faith and simplicity and confidence!

Becky Morehouse
Pinckney, Mich.

What I Learned

In my workshop, “Nurturing Radical Faith in the Meeting Community,” I learned:

Radical faith does not mean ‘advanced’ or ‘extreme’; it means ‘going to the root or origin; thorough.’ Radical faith challenges us to put down deeper roots for vigor in spiritual growth and requires us to be both reasonable and courageous” (Heron, “Gifts and Ministries: A Discussion Paper on Eldership”).

Group members shared some personal insights about faith: Faith is confidence ... absence of fear ... acceptance of the unknown. Faith is willingness to turn some things over to God, to relinquish the need to control. If we think of faith as a noun, we can have it today and lose it tomorrow, but if we think of it as a verb, we put it into action. If a meeting cannot yet be a faith community, it can be a hope community.

We identified at least 20 ways we minister to each other in our meetings, including:

- affirmation that “I fit in just as I am”;
- phone calls and notes during tough times;
- clearness committees;
- saying “of course” to a request that was hard to ask;
- cross-generational friendships;
- being willing to share our pain;
- hugs!

I learned new ways of thinking about eldering, that it can include naming gifts and nurturing the clerk as well as laboring with those who have strayed from the Friendly path. If Friends can learn to confront each other gently over small issues, they may prevent such issues from becoming enormous. A meeting without conflict is probably one that is dying on the vine.

In Elizabeth Watson’s talks about “Women in the Gospels” I learned:

Women played important roles in Christianity from the beginning, though you’d never know it from reading the New Testament. Only a handful of women in the Gospels were given names. Even if lucky enough to receive a name, a woman was almost always identified by her relationship to a man: Mary, mother of Jesus; Joanna, wife of Chuzu; etc.

During the course of his ministry, Jesus broke every Jewish taboo against women. Every time he spoke a parable about a man, he followed it with a parallel one about a woman.

I realized that I do not have to be only a Mary or a Martha, and that during the course of a lifetime—or a day—I may be called to either role.

By looking around and tuning in I learned:

that Friends are addicted to books and ice cream; that at the Gathering, while you may not encounter the person you were hoping to see, the unknown Friend you do encounter proves to be exactly what you need; that kids make
great fundraisers; that Friends will put up with anything . . . but not forever; that during a week of lifting mine eyes unto the hills encircling the campus, I could sometimes make out a faint outline of the footsteps of the messengers of peace.

Yvonne Boeger  
Houston, Tex.

Poetically Inspired

The following prose poem was inspired by my participation in Susan Bax's FGC workshop on "God-Wrestling":

Wrestling with God  
(for Susan Bax)

Fox wrestled, as we do, with that of God within himself (like Jacob, who received a blessing and a new name; like Jesus, who yielded the match to God). He wrestled, as we do, with God in others, using words, choosing them carefully to wrest the Logos from darkness.

Fox redefined the words he used, then did not mince them. The Gospel is the power of God, he said, and is eternal (from before Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John). In us it is God's Seed, the Christ, our Teacher and Guide, shared universally.

In music, painting, dance, and touch—in all our acts employing all of our senses, when we wrestle with God to overcome the darkness, we seek and find the sense of our living.

But wrestling takes place in noisy arenas; to feel the power of God we must return, again and again, to silence, to wait for the Light.

Mary E. B. Feagins  
Greensboro, N.C.

In the Promised Land

I returned from the FGC Gathering happy, joyful, connected to God and to others, with the feeling that I had lived for a week in the Promised Land: a place where spirituality is discussed as easily as anything else, where I find many models of right living, where my need for more than one meeting for worship a week is met, and so much else.

One aspect was particularly precious to me because it is so rare. Back home, I have to make decisions every day about who I can safely tell that I am gay. At the Gathering, it was not an issue. Only afterwards did I realize that I had hugged, held hands with, and kissed people of both sexes without once thinking about what might happen to me if someone saw. It didn't even feel like a political act, a demonstration of our right to exist, as it so often does; that right is now taken for granted at the Gathering. Gay men, lesbians, and bisexuals are seen as part of a treasured diversity, along with people of different races, ages, regions, ethnic and religious backgrounds, family situations, and points of view.

The Gathering was the kind of community I want to live in all the time. I came home with a vow to do what I can to build it where I live.

Peter Burkholder  
Bloomington, Ind.

High School Gathering

What is the FGC High School Gathering? It is a group of young people who gather together for friendship (both lower case "f" and capital "F"), insight, and support. Each year the Gathering changes with new people, new places, and new ideas. And participants keep coming back. This year, over half of the staff were young people who had wanted to stay and give something back to a program that had meant so much to them as participants.

Each participant is in a workshop. While most participate in workshops planned for their own age group, many cross the bridge and participate in a workshop planned for persons of the larger FGC community. Each person also has a support group that meets each day. It is a group of about nine, plus one staff person. Each group guides itself. From each support group, an overseer is chosen to be a representative of the group. This overseer takes issues and problems to and from an Oversight Committee.

The participants as a whole set the guidelines for the week. The participants enforce their own guidelines. If problems arise, they can be discussed at a midweek evaluation handled by the Gathering Oversight Committee.

The High School Gathering is a group of people that works together to live in community. It is a group that searches for answers to questions in their lives in an environment that has safety and love. Each year changes are made, new people come, and some go. Everyone leaves with new thoughts, new ideas, and new memories. It is a group that lives and operates by Quaker process and principles and ends its time together with a long worship, which has been said to be "the most intense experience of my life."

Megan Spears  
Bismarck, N.D.

Removing Barriers

This year at Boone, a big step was taken in making the Gathering less a conference and more a gathered community. As a staff person in the high
school program, an adult young Friend participant, and a delegate from the high school program to the Gathering Oversight Committee, I was able to see many intergenerational barriers being removed while other bonds were being tied.

One topic discussed by the Oversight Committee dealt with rudeness among Friends. I remember in my past four years in the high school program being constantly reminded that I should be extra careful and go out of my way to not be rude so that adult Friends would not make negative judgments about all youth. I often felt Friends believed that they were exempt from being rude or that they never would make stereotypes because we are usually such a peaceful, loving, accepting community. Many young people worked and are working to erase the ideas that high schoolers are inherently rude. Until this year, however, I had not felt as though Friends, young and old, had made an attempt together to solve the problem of rudeness among Friends as a whole, including all ages of Friends.

My experience with the Oversight Committee was an important one for me, just as the FGC Gathering is every year.

Nyasha Spears
Bismarck, N.D.

**Overground Railroad**

This article is about abortion. And it's about the fact that the Supreme Court has been making more and more restrictive abortion decisions.

During the FGC Gathering in 1989 the Supreme Court ruled that in some cases the rights of the state override the rights of the individual when it comes to a woman's right to choose an abortion. In response, several Friends met that summer to discuss helping women get medically safe, legal abortions. They agreed that future court decisions could permit states to erode the choices available to women. Then it would be necessary to move women to states where abortions were still safe and legal. The result was a core group that refers to itself as the Overground Railroad, analogous to the Underground Railroad that moved slaves to safety in the last century.

At the 1990 Gathering, the Railroad began putting a network in place should states begin passing restrictive abortion legislation. They drafted and circulated a flyer asking people to offer transportation, housing, comfort, and/or money to help women in need of an abortion. The response covered 21 states.

At this year's Gathering the group met again and agreed to expand its efforts within the Religious Society of Friends and other groups who are interested in women's health concerns. More flyers are being circulated and more organizations contacted, increasing the size of the network and letting it be known that help is available for those who need it.

An article about the Railroad appeared June 29 in the San Francisco Chronicle. The response it generated has been wonderful. Doctors, other health care professionals, and other concerned individuals are contacting the Railroad to offer assistance.
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The Railroad is looking into the use of an 800 number to facilitate contact by volunteers and people in need. If you have a concern about women who may need this service and feel moved to help, please contact the Railroad at PO Box 79, Skippack, PA 19474.

Carol Bloch
Trish Walat
Royersford, Pa.

Workshop 12

We called ourselves simply “Workshop 12.” Ours was a risky workshop, a gathered group of people who came together to talk about how to help meetings cope with the issues of child sexual abuse. We know there are many victims among us and we know there are perpetrators among us. We know, also, that each victim and each perpetrator has family and friends, loved ones who not only care but who are profoundly affected by the crime of child sexual abuse.

This matter can tear meetings apart. The subject is one most people would rather not talk about. In fact, Friends seem extremely reluctant to face the nitty-gritty earthiness of what we like to think of as “normal” sex. When it comes to aberrant sexual behavior, Friends frequently find it easier to ignore the problem altogether. Yet Friends are essentially kind people, people who care, people who would like to right the wrongs of the world. Therefore, I reasoned, Friends would talk about this and do something about this if they just knew what to do. The subject can overwhelm a meeting, and if there are no guidelines for what to do, struggling meetings can be defeated by the neediness of the people involved.

I talked this over with a Friend from my yearly meeting and we decided to begin by offering a workshop at the Gathering. When John Kellam and I decided to lead this workshop, we were extremely worried about what would happen if both victims and perpetrators came. We made sure we had lots of professional back-up available.

The first morning of the workshop we made clear that we were gathered to work on how to help meetings with the continued
twin goals of healing and prevention. We let people know they were free to reveal anything they wanted to and it would be kept confidential, but that we were not a therapy group. We were there to work and we wanted our work to emerge from our worship; we wanted to be spirit-led.

This became the most intense, most reverend, most spiritual workshop experience I have ever had. Yes, we had both victims and perpetrators. And we had people who work professionally with this issue every day of their lives, taking a "busman's holiday" as one of them put it. We had people attend because they cared. We had people of varying sexual orientations and people from a wide range of yearly meetings. The breadth of FGC was well represented.

People revealed intensely personal things about themselves, things that could be extremely damaging to them. They did this because this workshop became a safe place for them, a place where people cared and were accepting. While we worked on the issues, healing was taking place among us. I believe there was a Spirit at work, that the Light Within was shining brightly as we struggled with what we had to discuss. It was not easy; and yet, no one dropped out. At the end of each morning, people didn't want to leave. What was happening?

The victims among us would more properly be called survivors. They are at a point in their healing that is beyond that first raw, debilitating anger and pain. That does not mean they are the whole people they would like to be, but they were able to stay after the first perpetrator revealed himself. One of the survivors said it well: "Before this week, I would never have believed I would voluntarily stay in a room with a man like you. Now, being here with you, I feel I am finding another piece of the whole in my struggle to heal."

As we progressed we found that there was abuse in the backgrounds of some of the perpetrators as well. Descriptions of abuse had us all in tears. But as we grappled with details we didn't want to hear, we began to see some answers. All of the perpetrators agreed it was important to heal their fantasies. They needed to separate their fantasies from their sex acts, when alone or with others. It was the fantasies that needed work. Such work was difficult and, they agreed, perhaps not possible without the help of a therapist and a support group of others struggling with the same problem.

We found that the perpetrators all felt extreme shame, felt they were not normal people deserving of the care and respect of their communities. All of them agreed that they would have called a perpetrator's hot line had one existed. Each felt alone with his shame and guilt, and each had felt compelled to do what he did.

The survivors had come out of a well of confusion and had worked hard to find the boundaries of their own lives. Each was still struggling with who she/he was and with how to live useful, ordinary lives.

Toward the end of the workshop, one survivor said to one recovering perpetrator: "You remind me so much of my perpetrator and you have helped me understand a little bit of how he came to do what he did. I feel a bit more of my life has fallen into place." She was crying as she said this and the man she was talking to began to cry as well. He walked over to her and offered a hug. She accepted. As they sobbed in each other's arms, none of the rest of us had a dry eye. We saw the Spirit at work among us.

At the end of the workshop, we formed ourselves into a working committee to produce a packet that we hope meetings will find useful. We all went away with assignments, with deadlines, and with an overall plan for putting it all together. Our group asked John and me to offer this workshop again next year for a different set of people. We hope to do so.

Our group is working now. Most of us are not professionals. But we have faith that we are being led to answer a need. Most of the people in meetings are not professionals either. If we can struggle with this and come up with something useful for meetings, then we will feel we have been true to the Light Within.

Alice Wiser
Burlington, Vt.

Songs to Sustain Us

Voices rising, guitar strings humming, keyboards plunking, autoharps plucking; music was everywhere at the Gathering. The numerous opportunities presented conflicts galore for the serious music lover: choir in the afternoon, or Elizabeth Watson? Broadway show tune sing-along, or the pre-plenary sings? "Nitengales," or contradancing? Satisfying the soul, or the stomach?

My daily lunchtime nourishment became the sing-along with Annie Patterson and Peter Blood. Each Gathering I come away with a new favorite song to be remembered in connection with some special feeling. This year's memory is of "Our House" rocking with joy on the gospel "Jesus, Won't You Come by Here." I saw the person next to me pick up her camera to try to capture the moment. That gesture froze the picture in my heart—Annie and Peter in the center.
of a room filled with a jubilant presence filling us all up to overflowing with the moment, their little one watching Mom and Dad strumming and singing “Now is aneeded time.”

Tunes ran through my head all week. “Lift Every Voice,” also known as the Black National Anthem, was fittingly sung on Independence Day.

John Calvi graced the Gathering with his love through music. His evening interest group sharing of story and song was painful to hear. But so often music speaks the truth we might not otherwise seek.

The quality of truth present in music is often overpowering for me. It gives me an experience of the Divine where I touch and am touched: by the words, by the presence of others, by the opportunity to share myself fully with the song and to the tune within, by the opportunity to share our journey’s touch and am touched: by the words, by the body’s outward expression of the power of truth and communion being experienced within. Tears came often for me at the Gathering.

A musical moment during my workshop’s meeting for worship forms an especially touched one person who had not previously heard a musical message: “We have holy doubts, God’s given us holy doubts, God works through us and that makes these doubts holy.”

I come home from the Gathering with renewed knowledge of my inner self. I come home with new melodies dancing in my heart. I come home with new energy to sing them. I come home with songs to sustain me. To quote Bob Franke in his song “Thanksgiving Eve”:

What can you do with your days but work and hope,
Let your dreams bind your work to your play.
What can you do with each moment of your life
But love till you’ve loved it away.

Elizabeth Evans
Milwaukee, Wis.
Witness

Armenian Journal

by Martin Holladay

Last summer I spent five months in Spitak, Soviet Armenia, as a volunteer with a project to build village medical clinics, sponsored by the American Friends Service Committee. That project is completed. Now I am working in Stepanavan, at another project in the same earthquake-devastated region. This project is sponsored by the Diocese of the Armenian Church in America. With four other U.S. citizens and about 40 Armenian coworkers, I am helping build relief housing. This year I expect to be in Armenia for six months.

Yesterday afternoon, a fine Saturday in early May, I climbed a nearby mountain, which rises about 2,000 feet above Stepanavan. At the peak there were still patches of snow, as well as the first wildflowers of spring. Stretching away to the distant horizon in every direction were the snowy peaks of the Lesser Caucasus. The valley below was intensely green with winter wheat and pastures grazed by flocks of sheep.

As I walked down the mountain I had a sudden flood of joy. In that intense feeling I was at once aware of the perfection of the universe, of the great openness of my surroundings, and of my solitary freedom; and I suddenly remembered how I missed this rare and deep emotion when I was in jail.

I was arrested in rural Missouri in early 1985 at missile silo N-11, and imprisoned for 19 months for trespass and sabotage. I have not stopped pondering the implications of the physical existence of that missile.

There is a high likelihood that the nuclear missile in silo N-11 is aimed at a city in the Soviet Union. Since there are 1,000 Minuteman missiles, it is a fair assumption that a few of them are aimed here at Armenia, where the Soviet Union borders Turkey, a NATO country. At silo N-11, I tried to place myself at the launching point of one missile; here in Armenia I am, presumably, near one missile's target.

Two weeks ago the wife of one of our Armenian workers, Romik, died in childbirth. She was 38. The baby is a healthy girl; she has an older sister and a brother, now motherless. The health-care system here, as I have learned from Project Hope volunteers in Armenia, is in many ways comparable to that of the West’s several decades ago.

The funeral was a wrenching affair for me. The low open casket was carried by six family members through the streets to the cemetery. When it came time to nail the lid on the coffin, before it was lowered into the grave, the family was inconsolable. The wails of the women and the tears of the men were, of course, the wails and tears of people who were burying a wife, a daughter, a sister. But they were also the wails and tears of Armenians who have lived through an earthquake, who have had too many funerals, who are much too familiar with cemeteries for one lifetime.

The estimates of the number of dead from the Armenian earthquake of December 1988 range from 40,000 to 100,000. Several towns and dozens of villages were, in less than half a minute, shaken into rubble, with hardly a house left standing. It was a Hiroshima-size disaster.

For more than two years, the Armenian people, with help from citizens from dozens of countries, have been rebuilding. Yet still much of the wreckage of the broken buildings remains uncleared, and thousands of people live in shacks without plumbing. In the yards of temporary homes, the broken stones remain as constant reminders of that day when loved ones died.

An earthquake, like a war, can cause devas-
tating changes in an instant, dividing families suddenly into two camps, the irretrievable ones who died and the grieving ones who must go on. Rebuilding and reconciliation come much more slowly and uncertainly.

Even as I rejoice at the beauty of the Armenian mountains and the generous spirit of the Armenian people, I feel myself partly inexplicably in acknowledging and experiencing that exile. The nuclear missiles in Missouri are at once a cause and a manifestation of our human exile, of our communal failure to be sisters and brothers. It is essential, I feel, to try to come to terms with the wound that represents.

Each workday in Armenia I help frame new houses that will be given to the homeless. The hope, of course, is that by our actions and choices—by our ability to say yes as well as our ability to say no—a transformation can occur, an earthquake or a Hiroshima in reverse. In fact, God promises that this is so. Each day, each time I lift my hammer, the changes seem very small. My heart struggles to believe a great transformation is possible.

In dozens of Armenian homes, the homes of strangers, acquaintances, and friends, I have been compelled to enter, sit, and eat. To my relatively cynical U.S. eyes, the instinctive and completely genuine hospitality of the Armenian people, who take joy in the company of neighbors and strangers and who feel pain at the thought someone might be left out of the companionship of their family, is astonishing and nearly miraculous.

In Spitak, I visit friends. Four siblings—Kanarik, Karine, Anahit, and Artur—live with their mother in a small wooden house raked together from earthquake salvage. There is a water tap outside the front door, and beyond the small vegetable garden is an outhouse. Two years ago Artur pulled his father lifeless from the rubble of the house that used to sit on these foundations. Anahit, Artur’s 19-year-old sister, carries many scars to remind her of the months she spent in the hospital.

We gather around the small table in the largest room, which is at once a living room, dining room, and bedroom. We eat vegetable soup, fresh bread, and cheese. We are all happy to eat and grateful to be together. We laugh.

The cheese is very salty and sour. With each bite I realize how lucky I am to be here.
Retreat with Thich Nhat Hanh

by Penny Jackim

The profound depth of Eastern spirituality is needed and accessible to Westerners at this time. Thich Nhat Hanh is of particular interest. As a young monk in Vietnam during the Vietnam War, he and his friends came out of the monasteries to help people in need on both sides of that conflict. This was a dangerous action, and Thich Nhat Hanh became known as an important nonviolent leader. He helped develop “engaged Buddhism,” an activist mode of Buddhism, which can be integrated into everyday life. He is a dear and wise and great teacher, a scholar who is known for his many books on Buddhist topics.

I am a Quaker. In seeking out Buddhism and Thich Nhat Hanh, I hope to deepen my experience of meditation and mindfulness and better understand my own experience of empowerment. That is why I attended a three-week retreat given by Thich Nhat Hanh in June 1990 at his community, Plum Village, in southern France. My fellow retreatants came from Denmark, Switzerland, Spain, the Netherlands, France, Germany, England, Canada, India, and the United States. Our experience was enriched by participation of a number of Vietnamese people, most of whom were forced to leave their homeland and who have since settled in other countries. English was the language spoken at the retreat.

Plum Village is not far from Bordeaux and is surrounded by rolling hills and vineyards. Ancient farm buildings were renovated to make this retreat center, which has a sparse, Vietnamese style. Plum trees planted seven years ago will eventually provide a cash crop. Plum Village is like a piece of Vietnam planted in bright sunlight in the French countryside.

Our daily schedule at the retreat was filled with a variety of activities. Wake-up bell was at 6 a.m., just as the sun was rising. This gave us a little time to wash and dress before the 6:30 a.m. bell announced morning meditation. This hour consisted of 20 minutes of sitting meditation, alternating with 10 minutes of slow, meditative walking. Sometimes chanting and reading from sacred texts was included.

At 8 a.m., the breakfast bell rang. Meals were eaten in silence. From 9:30 to 11:30 we listened to the dharma talk, usually given by Thich Nhat Hanh. Afterward, he led us in a 45-minute walk outdoors, in which we walked very slowly in silence. At some point in the walk, Thay, as he is affectionately called, would sit down, and we would sit around him in a circle. There we sang a few songs and frequently did breathing exercises.

After the walk, we ate lunch. We were treated to delicious Vietnamese cuisine, prepared in the primitive kitchen facilities. We often ate outdoors, perched on stones near a grove of palm trees. After lunch, we had free time until 4 p.m., when a variety of afternoon activities were scheduled.

Twice weekly, we had tea ceremonies. Common in countries of the Orient, tea is served in a ritualistic way in silence as a form of meditation. After everyone had tea, we were invited to share a story or a song.

On other days we had small group discussions. Afternoon activities were followed by relaxation exercises and then by dinner.

Evenings were often filled with talks given by retreatants, presenting materials from their areas of expertise. Two unusual writing workshops were presented by author Natalie Goldberg. Evening activities were followed by an hour of meditation in the meditation hall. Then to bed at 10 p.m., just as the sun was setting behind the plum trees.

I was led to Thich Nhat Hanh because I wished to deepen my experience and understanding of meditation. Eighteen years earlier, at a time of personal crisis, I spent a semester at Pendle Hill, becoming more grounded in my Christian Quaker roots and listening to my inner voice so that I could be in touch with my thoughts and feelings. This experience of meditation led to an unusual sense of empowerment and enabled me to make major changes in my life at that time.

Thich Nhat Hanh describes such awareness: “The mind is like a stream. You can follow the stream like a spotlight follows the dancer. You are the dancer. You are also the spotlight. We need to greet our feelings, even the difficult ones, for they are part of us. When we recognize them, we can tame them.”

Thich Nhat Hanh instructs us to look deeply into the nature of things: “This is, because that is.” My husband acts in a destructive way because of formative influences in his life. As I cultivate this awareness, my anger at him can turn to compassion.

As I look deeply into the nature of the tomato on my plate, I can see the sunshine, fertile soil, water, and the attention of the farmer—all factors in producing this tomato. All these elements enter my body and become part of me as I eat the tomato. All parts of me are also parts of everything else. Thich Nhat Hanh defines “interbeing” as a way of understanding that all things are interrelated. People interested in these ideas may join the Society of Interbeing which he created.

A social consciousness and sense of responsibility are also products of this way of thinking. Mindfulness can be integrated into our daily lives. This is something I am still struggling to learn, as I try to modify the hectic pace of my life.

I feel that I have much to learn from this marvelous teacher. These few short paragraphs cannot present the full scope of his teaching. Books by Thich Nhat Hanh include The Miracle of Mindfulness, Being Peace, and The Sun My Heart. They are a good place to start if you wish to learn more.
But if you would rather be on the playing field than on the sidelines—if you would rather be in the cast than in the audience—if you would rather be an active participant in your education than a bystander, then Wilmington is your kind of school.

For more information, write to: Office of Admission/Wilmington College/Wilmington, OH 45177.
Life of the Meeting

São Paulo Worship Group

by Marianne Rice

When I came to Brazil in April 1988 to work with low income, physically disabled people, one of my aspirations was to link up with other Quakers in São Paulo to form a worship group. I brought with me books from London that might form the nucleus of a Quaker library, albeit in English.

I knew of one Brazilian who became a Quaker while living in London. When I contacted her, however, I found that her orientation had changed when she returned to Brazil, and she was no longer interested.

Some months later I received a letter of interest from Ursula Martinot, who was born in Germany but had lived in Brazil for nearly 60 years. She had read a report of an inter-church conference that took place in Germany three years previously. From that, she noted the name and address of Ute Caspers, the Quaker representative, and contacted her. Ute and I knew each other from our days as fellow students at Woodbrooke in 1988. One day Ursula and I lunched together downtown and then sat outside a Metro station to talk in a quieter spot. I loaned her some books and visited her in her home a few weeks later. She teaches German, Portuguese, and English, and communicates readily in the latter.

Early in my stay in Brazil, a staff member of the American Friends Service Committee mentioned a U.S. Friend from the unprogrammed tradition. It was nearly a year before I got her name and address when visiting a Presbyterian health clinic. Linnis Cook is a lawyer who is in Brazil as a “missionary” with Archie Woodruffe, her Presbyterian husband who teaches theology at the seminary. Linnis is taking law courses, with the goal in mind of practicing law with movements of the poorer people. We met in April 1989 in their wee apartment, together with Ursula and Stephen Powell, who is in Brazil as senior correspondent for Reuters. A letter from the London office of Friends World Committee for Consultation informed me of his name and address and said he had attended meetings for worship in London and was applying for membership through the FWCC international membership committee.

Our little group met a number of times in Ursula and Archie's apartment, getting to know each other, worshiping, and sharing a simple meal. In October Stephen invited us to his larger apartment, which he shared with Neusa Santana, who also joined our worship. A pattern of worshipping on the first and third Sundays of the month developed. For a while, two Brazilian women, both teachers of English, worshiped with us, having read of our group in the fortnightly English language bulletin. A few other visitors join us from time to time. Both Portuguese and English are used in the group.

Ursula translated the pamphlet Your First Time in a Quaker Meeting? and the booklet Questions and Counsel, both from London Yearly Meeting. We had them printed and now have something to offer Brazilian newcomers in their own language.

Last year Gerri Williams and her husband Ray Allard came to Brazil from the Minneapolis, Minnesota, area, where they were active with Friends for a Nonviolent World. Gerri works in the cultural department of the U.S. consulate. Their presence has strengthened our small group.

Last December Stephen and Neuza were married after the manner of Friends. Ursula gave a brief explanation to the many non-Quakers present. The civil marriage ceremony, required by Brazilian law, took place immediately before the meeting for worship. Stephen's contract ended in April, so the group looks toward the future with questions and hopes: Where to meet? How to reach the wider community?
Parents' Corner

Starting From Where I Am

What follows is the first in a series of articles on the theme of parenting and child rearing. The author is Harriet Heath, long active within Philadelphia Yearly Meeting and experienced with issues of parenting. She hopes this "corner" in the Journal may be a way of "opening up our journeys to each other . . . of corporate seeking for meaning through the nourishing of the generation to come . . . of asking how can our Quaker faith guide us in our living with and nurturing our children." Letters, comments, and sharing from our readers will be an integral part of the dialogue. -Eds.

I grew up a Methodist. My childhood was a good one but it did not prepare me to be a Quaker mother. I felt I was traveling the right path for me with Quakers’ emphasis on the personal and corporate search for meaning.

But should this search for meaning influence how I lived with and nurtured my children? Is the Inner Light in the infant and young child? Does responding to the Inner Light of the child imply my role of nurturing needs to involve no guidance or setting of limits? The Inner Light will guide?

There were so many everyday kinds of issues. In the beginning, guns weren’t allowed in our house. What should I do about the sticks that became guns outside? How does one remain "living simply," I wondered, with a 16-year-old in the United States in the 1970s. The question has not changed as the decades have.

In the very early years I so often felt alone.

I could find little written that dealt with my concerns. Maybe I wasn’t looking in the right places. But how did William Penn raise all his children? Or, rather, how did his wife do so? How did Elizabeth Fry? George Fox, of course, had no children. The care and nurturing of young children is not a subject Quakers have written prolifically about. Yet Quakerism supports individual and corporate seeking. Neither is sufficient alone; the one balances the other. Yet, I could not find the corporate body with whom to search.

Looking back I see that nurturing children became part of my search for meaning. It seems strange to me that I did not recognize this then. Learning to recognize that Inner Light in the infant, finding how to nurture it as the children grow, has been and continues to be an integral part of my spiritual journey.

My journey has been my journey . . . but many have joined me in the search. I entered graduate school to see what the “authorities” were saying about many of the child rearing issues that were bothering me. I talked and continue to talk with parents sharing their concerns and issues. Now I talk regularly to my two daughters, each of whom has a three-and-a-half-year-old boy. Our oldest girl also has a second boy, a three-month-old. Our youngest girl has an adopted 13-year-old. Their parenting experiences are expanding mine. Thirty years later I hear parents struggling with the same issues I did . . . and with others. Is child rearing part of their spiritual journey?

Parenting, child nurturing, continues very much part of my spiritual journey. Can I expand the group with whom I dialogue? Are there issues related to nurturing children that Quakers should be addressing?

Where is a place now for parents to dialogue as my friends and I once did over cups of coffee in days before we worried about caffeine? Parents with young children today are much more tied to work schedules and planned activities for children than we were. Parents are often geographically far away, and maybe even a greater distance exists between their approaches to life and children.

The notion of organizing this corner for Friends Journal evolved as I listened to Quaker parents pursuing issues so similar to those I and my friends were asking 30 years ago. What does Quaker child rearing imply?

Harriet Heath
Haverford, Pa.

copyright © Harriet Heath, 1991
• Raising $200,000 to buy a 270-acre site for a medicine lodge for the Wabanoag people is the goal of a fund-raising campaign, sponsored by the Quaker Committee on Native Concerns of the Canadian Friends Service Committee. The property is mostly forested, with several cultivated acres at the confluence of Beaverdam Brook and the Nashwaak River. Two houses, some equipment, and some handmade furnishings come with the property. The Wabanoag Council of Elders would like to use the property to return to their spirituality and way of life that honors nature, with ceremonies, sweatlodges, feasts and fasts, and traditional teachings for adolescents. To contribute or to get a brochure explaining the plan, write to Canadian Friends Service Committee, QCNC Medicine Lodge Project, Quaker Committee for Native Concerns, 60 Lowther Ave., Toronto, Ontario M5R 1C7, Canada.

• Friends in Aotearoa/New Zealand invite other yearly meetings and Friends groups to consider using some of their money to promote self-reliant, cooperative development projects in parts of the world short of money. The Ecumenical Development Cooperative Society uses shares invested by churches to make possible self-sustaining enterprises based on social justice. Current projects include a re-employment scheme for miners in Bolivia, sugar-cane farming in Belize, cotton marketing in Peru, housing in Costa Rica, and poultry farming in Indonesia. For information, write to the Ecumenical Development Cooperative Society at P.C. Hooftlaan 3, 3818 HG Amersfoort, Netherlands.

• Contact with longtime workers for social change is sought for information on political experiences for a book in progress on sustained peace and justice activism. Respondents should be from the United States or Canada. The author, Pat Farren, was the editor of the 1991 Peace Calendar of the War Resisters League, which sparked the idea for the book. The book will portray long-term activists in their work and will characterize the personal, political, psychological, and spiritual factors that help them avoid burnout and continue involvement. Those who respond will receive a questionnaire with suggested topics for anecdotal writing. To respond, contact Pat Farren, 2161 Mass. Ave., Cambridge, MA 02140 before September 1992.

• In response to the growth of peace studies, the Peace Studies Association (PSA) was formed in 1987. The association includes 94 college and university peace studies programs throughout the United States and Canada. Five institutions of the Friends Association for Higher Education are current members. The PSA seeks to build and broaden its membership. For information, contact Robin J. Crews, Campus Box 471, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309-0471.

• Materials for a biography of the late Rev. George L. (Shorty) Collins are sought from those who remember him. Anecdotes, letters, pictures, news articles, sermons, lectures, etc., may be sent to Colleen R. Watson, 146 Rodonovan Dr., Santa Clara, CA 95051, telephone (408) 243-0485.

• Financial aid for draft resisters is provided by the Fund for Education and Training. Young men who do not register for the draft are disqualified government educational assistance. The fund supports job training or higher education for those who have not registered by reason of conscience. For more information, contact FEAT, 1601 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Suite 750, Washington, D.C. 20009-1035, telephone (202) 483-4559.

• World Food Day is Oct. 16. Students and educators in Michigan are working to raise one million dollars to feed the hungry. Empty Bowls is a project that uses handmade ceramic bowls to raise funds and serve meals. It seeks to promote hunger education and encourages the use of art to develop creative thinking. For more information, contact John Hartom or Lisa Blackburn, P.O. Box 40, Franklin, MI 48025, telephone (313) 851-5406.

• Hands Off! has names of conscientious objectors needing support. To correspond with an individual, or for more information, contact Hands Off!, 111 E. 14th St., New York, NY 10003, telephone (212) 353-2445.

Calendar

OCTOBER
11-13—Fifth annual gathering of New England War Tax resisters, in Voluntown, Conn. Discussion of lifestyle and tax resistance, support communities, and organizing. For information, contact Rick Gaumer, Box 1093, Norwich, CT 06360.
19—Dedication of Steere Wing addition to Britton House Conference Center at Pendle Hill. For information, contact Pendle Hill, Wallingford, PA 19086, telephone (215) 566-4507.

NOVEMBER
1-3—Friends Committee on Unity with Nature annual meeting at Ben Lomond Quaker Center near Santa Cruz, Calif. All FCUN members welcome.
8-10—Japan Yearly Meeting. Contact Hiroshi Hatanaka, Japan Yearly Meeting, 8-19 Mita 4-Chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo, Japan, telephone (03) 451-7002.
12—Church Women United’s 50th Anniversary Jubilee, at Cervantes Convention Center in St. Louis, Missouri. For information, contact Church Women United Assembly, 475 Riverside Dr., Room 812, New York, NY 10115, telephone (212) 870-2347.
16—American Friends Service Committee annual public gathering, emphasizing “Economics and Human Values,” 1:00-5:00 p.m., Friends Center, 1501 Cherry, Philadelphia, Pa. Keynote speaker: noted economist, author, ambassador John Kenneth Galbraith, 1:30 p.m. plenary session. Three concurrent panel discussions follow, 3:00-4:30. For information: call (215) 241-7032.
FRIENDLY FACTS ABOUT RETIREMENT LIVING AT STAPELEY

What our residents and others say about us

Retirement communities aren't for everyone. Nor are they all alike. But if you're pondering a retirement move, study your options and consider the advantages of living at Stapeley.

1. Stapeley residents are happy that we offer continuing care. Whether they live independently, need a little assistance or skilled nursing care, Stapeley can serve them today and into the future.

2. Stapeley residents know they can rely on the health care that we offer, and area hospitals and doctors who treat our residents agree. Stapeley staff cares for residents with respect and affection with a regard for dignity, self-confidence and independence.

3. Stapeley residents appreciate our Friendly service, which is synonymous with our Quaker tradition. One of our residents summed it up this way: "I know that when I have needs, Stapeley will meet those needs."

4. Stapeley residents like the family atmosphere and nostalgic charm of Stapeley Hall, our turn-of-the-century building. We've added traditional touches to Stapeley West, our bright, modern apartments and health care center.

5. Stapeley residents are pleased that we're experienced. We've offered a home-like atmosphere to retirees at this spot since 1904. Stapeley's reputation for excellence is built on that experience.

6. Stapeley residents like being in historic Germantown, a location which provides them with opportunities for cultural and recreational activities. Public transportation and the Stapeley van make libraries, stores and downtown Philadelphia easily accessible. Residents have created a prize-winning garden in our urban oasis.

7. Stapeley residents know that we're moderately priced. Retirement communities can be expensive. Stapeley is comparatively affordable.

Stapeley, the in-town Quaker alternative.

6300 Greene Street Philadelphia, PA 19144

Yes, I want to learn more about Stapeley. Please send me more information so I can arrange for a tour.

Name ____________________________

Address ____________________________

Telephone ____________________________

Return to: Carol Nemeroff
Director of Admissions
Stapeley in Germantown
6300 Greene Street
Philadelphia, PA 19144
Or call: (215) 844-0700
A minute about AIDS resulted from a series of presentations at Madison (Wis.) Meeting. A videotape presented an AIDS patient's experience of the disease and the ways he was helped by the meeting he attended. An AIDS education representative of the Red Cross and a man who has tested positive for the HIV virus also spoke. A third session was devoted to sharing feelings and brainstorming further actions the meeting might take. The meeting united in a minute about its response. It intends to distribute the minute among local health care providers and government agencies, and the Madison AIDS Support Network.

Young Friends from Europe and the Americas will meet in Great Britain July 16 to August 13, 1992, for the 1992 Quaker Youth Pilgrimage. This cultural exchange and exploration of Quaker roots, practices, and beliefs is sponsored by Friends World Committee for Consultation. The pilgrimage will include a tour of George Fox country and a work camp experience in Northern Ireland.

But how did she get to meeting?

Midwestern winters are the stuff legends are made of. In spite of the Quaker penchant for understatement, this bit of news from Council House (Oklahoma) Meeting paints a vivid picture:

"Attendance has been about normal through the winter. We did miss services two Sundays when the ice was very bad. Many folks had falls. Maxine Hilliard got down to her clothesline without a fall, but had to lie down and roll up the hill to the porch. That gives you an idea of how slick it was."

(from the Nebraska Friend, spring 1991)

A contradiction in terms. . . .

A Friend tells of a group of Quakers whose House Committee brought a recommendation to meeting for business that a chandelier be installed. This did not meet with ready approval. In fact, three Friends stood in the way, with these remarks:

"I'm against it, because I can't spell it."

"Well, I don't think we should get one, because no one here knows how to play the thing."

"That Friend speaks my mind. But I believe we should not move forward at this time, because the real problem meeting faces is that we truly need more light."

(by Phil Megighan, 57th Street Meeting in Chicago, Ill.)

They'll draw a crowd

Word has it there's a Quaker family attending Roanoke (Va.) Meeting, from Big Island, Virginia—about 35 miles distant. These Friends, we are told, are building their own house in the shadow of No Business Mountain. It has been suggested that if the number of Friends living in their area increases, they might start their own preparative meeting. The name? You guessed it: "No Business Meeting."
want to help others in the military having similar realizations to examine their values, resist, and file for conscientious objection."

Plans are underway for a short-wave radio station broadcasting educational and spiritual material in Guatemala at the Quaker Theological Seminary. The group had a studio but lacked a transmitter, so is selling sets of 24 cassette tapes of sermons about the Book of Revelations. Price is $100. The group currently produces a weekly radio program, which has been on the air for 25 years.

Wilmington College has appointed Lon Fendall as Dean of the Faculty. Lon Fendall directed the Center for Peace Learning at George Fox College from 1984 to 1990. He was assistant professor of history at George Fox College from 1971 to 1974 and is former editor of the Evangelical Friend. He also brings to his position political experience from his work as a legislative assistant, field director, and campaign manager for Senator Mark Hatfield from 1974 to 1991.

John Kenneth Galbraith

"Economics and Human Values" will be the theme of the annual public gathering of the American Friends Service Committee Nov. 16 at Friends Center, 1501 Cherry Street, Philadelphia, Pa. John Kenneth Galbraith will be the keynote speaker.

Galbraith is a Harvard economics professor emeritus, former ambassador to India, and author of several books. He was awarded the Medal of Freedom in 1946 for his devotion to public service and was a key economic advisor to John F. Kennedy during the 1960 presidential campaign.

Three panel discussions will follow the plenary session: "Deepening and Hardening Poverty in the United States," Judy Claude moderator; "Globalization of the Economy and Its Social Impact," Arthur Schmidt, moderator; and "Patterns of Development and Economic Restructuring," Alison Oldham moderator, James Fine as resource speaker. (James Fine was AFSC staff person in Baghdad, Iraq, this past summer.)

"Galbraith’s expertise, insight, and perspectives will help immeasurably in developing a better understanding of the economic imperatives in this critical time," Asia A. Bennett, AFSC executive secretary, said.

The plenary session will be at 1:30 p.m. The three concurrent panel discussions will follow, from 3 to 4:30 p.m. For more information, call (215) 241-7032.

Send Friends Journal to school.

Friends Journal nourishes the mind as well as the spirit with articles on social and political concerns, spiritual journeys, and life in the meeting. Students away from home will appreciate the Journal as a way to keep in touch with many aspects of the community of Friends. You can help keep a young person connected by giving a special school-year subscription to Friends Journal. Student subscriptions last for 9 issues and are offered at the special rate of $10. Orders should be received by October 10 to insure receipt of the November issue.

I'd like to send Friends Journal to the following student(s). Enclosed is $______

Send to:_________________________ Gift from:_________________________

Address:_________________________ Address:_________________________

(Please write additional names on a separate sheet.)
Scattergood Friends School

Scattergood Friends School is a co-educational, college preparatory, boarding and day high school for 50 students

- Excellent success in placing graduates in colleges and universities
- 4:1 student to faculty ratio
- Small classes and attention to the needs and interests of individuals
- Extensive outdoor and farm experiences
- Caring and supportive community life
- Emphasis upon cooperation rather than competition
- Affordable tuition with extensive financial assistance

For additional information, or to arrange a visit, call or write, Director of Admissions, Scattergood Friends School, Route 1, Box 32, West Branch, IA 52358 (319) 643-7600

Books

A Declaration on Peace


This booklet is a radical peace statement based on biblical grounds that elevates the issue above sectarian controversy. It is conceived by three members of the historic peace churches, plus a person from the Fellowship of Reconciliation. However, the book is intended to contribute to the broader Christian discussion of world peace. It is also intended to move the discussion beyond earlier statements by the peace churches: “Peace is the will of God” (1953), and “War is contrary to the will of God” (1951), composed in response to the call to theologians issued by the Amsterdam Assembly of 1948.

This trenchant study shows the modest extent to which the Church of Christ (in its broadest sense) can risk identification with nationalist purposes without betraying the spirit, teaching, and example of Jesus. If Christians follow Jesus’ example, they will plead the cause of those who are denied justice, sometimes performing acts of disobedience to civil authority in defense of the abused. This is not a resort to coercive power, but identification with the weak and exploited. It is a call to awaken to truth.

That is a dangerous posture, as many generations of Quakers have realized. But it is out of this moral clash that the power of the Church is generated. So long as we have not betrayed Christ, we are always strongest when we are weakest, because we are identifying ourselves with one who experienced death on others' behalf.

This book shows us how the Church in its priestly, prophetic, wise, and servant-oriented roles emerged from Old Testament tradition as a dynamic expression of God's love for a violence-ridden and self-serving world. Early Christians, according to Henry Cadbury, demonstrated love toward beggars on the streets of Greek cities. The pagan Greeks sneered at this as weakness. According to Henry Cadbury, the only reason a Greek gave alms to a beggar was to prevent the beggar from making a row about being ignored. Giving under these circumstances was condescension and self-service, not love.

Herein was the real difference between the pagan culture and the new infusion of the Christian spirit. A new humanity had entered the harsh old world. It would shake the conventional foundations of every culture, and it continues to do so today. It has its roots in the Old Testament prophetic tradition that...
proclaimed God required mercy, not mere formal sacrifice. It also represented a remaking of the human heart. Jesus called it a rebirth, without which no person can enter into the kingdom of God (John 3:5). Without that, human beings are blind to the nature of the vast spiritual struggle in which the forces of light and darkness are engaged.

In view of this little book, Friends may take more seriously the spiritual basis of their pacifism, as well as issues such as universalism, the sharing of wealth, simplicity, capital punishment, the claims of the poor and the oppressed, and the rejection of every form of authoritarianism, be it patriarchal, matriarchal, or even political correctness. The living Church of Christ sees these issues from the standpoint of love, and when called, that body speaks truth to whatever power has violated the spirit, as given in the New Testament.

This little book is packed with energy and insight. Quakers need to know, to understand, to comprehend, to enter into themes-sage that insofar as we are that Church, we are a prophetic and discerning people, servants of the Creator. That is why, in our end and our beginning, we are pacifists. If hearts were changed (including ours), the powers of the world would tremble and might indeed fall, for what is sown in weakness is raised in power (1 Cor. 15:42-43).

J. Bernard Haviland

J. Bernard Haviland is a member of Media (Pa.) Meeting, where he serves on the Worship and Ministry Committee. He is clerk of the Philadelphia Yearly Meeting Epistle Committee and a member of the Friends Journal Board of Managers.

In Brief

Torches Rekindled

By Merrill Mow. Plough Publishing House, Ulster Park, N.Y., 1989. 309 pages. $10.50 paperback. In a series of talks, Merrill Mow relates the history of the Eastern branch of the Hutterian Brethren (the Bruderhof) from its beginnings in 1954 through three decades of struggle, conflict, and, finally, renewal. Members of the Bruderhof live in close-knit communities and strive to follow the teachings of Jesus Christ. They have chosen to be isolated from U.S. society rather than be subjected to its consumerism and secularism. Torches Rekindled is the inside story of these people who work hard to preserve a sense of peace and community in a modern world.

Woodbrooke College
QUAKER STUDIES TUTOR

Woodbrooke is looking for a new tutor, following John Punshon’s move to Earlham School of Religion, to develop the field of Quaker studies through her/his contribution to Quaker thought within our educational programmes and by other work amongst Friends.

Applicants will be Friends, who may have a grounding in theology or a related discipline, or experience in teaching or similar qualifications. Willingness to work in the ecumenical and interfaith setting of the Selly Oak Colleges is important. Whilst we welcome applications from members of Yearly Meetings from all parts of the world, some understanding of London Yearly Meeting is necessary.

Milestones

Births

Nelson—Eric Russell Nelson, on August 7, to Heather L. and Russell N. Nelson. His parents and sister, Rebecca, are members of St. Lawrence Valley Meeting, under the care of Ottawa (Can.) Meeting.

Puth—Colin Cameron Puth, on July 2, to David and Leslie Puth of Brooklyn, N.Y. He is the great-grandson of Colin and Elizabeth Tait, members of Rancocas (N.J.) Meeting. Elizabeth is also a member of Clearwater (Fla.) Meeting.

Marriages

Claggett-Smith—Craig E. Smith and Susan B. Claggett, June 1, under the care of Third Haven (Md.) Meeting. Susan and her parents are members of the meeting, Craig an attendant.

Freeman-Hall—Bob Hall and Michael Freeman, on June 1, under the care of Santa Fe (N. Mex.) Meeting. Bob is a member of San Fe Meeting; both attend Fima (Ariz.) Meeting.

Deaths

Alexander—Rebecca Biddle Bradbeer Alexander, 89, on March 4, at Crosslands, Kennett Square, Pa., of pneumonia. She grew up in Wallingford, Pa., and attended Friends Monthly Meeting. She also studied music in Germany, and while abroad she met and later married Frank Gilbert Bradbeer, an Englishman active in child feeding programs after World War I. They lived in England, then moved to Moylan, Pa., where Frank died in 1935. As a music teacher at the School in Rose Valley, Rebecca developed an interest in the concept of play therapy, leading her to writing “Inner Equipment in Family Living.” She served at one time as recording clerk of Media (Pa.) Meeting and on Representative Meeting of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting. In 1948 she married Horace Alexander, noted British historian and ornithologist, and close associate of Mohandas Gandhi. The Alexanders lived together in England for ten years and traveled together to India on three occasions. In 1969 they returned to live in Swarthmore, Pa., and in 1970 moved to Crosslands, where Horace died in 1989. She is survived by a daughter, Cecilia Bradbeer Sibinga; a son, James B. Bradbeer; five grandchildren; and one great-grandson.

Barlow—John Alfred Barlow, 67, on August 2, in Brooklyn, N.Y., of cardiac arrest. He was a member of Brooklyn Meeting. He was born in Gallipolis, Ohio, and after graduating from high school in 1942, he spent three years in the Air Force. His experiences in combat in the Pacific led him to a lifelong commitment to nonviolence. After the war he enrolled in Oberlin College, where he and Dulcie Dimmette met and were married in 1948. Later he attended graduate school at Duke University, where he earned a Ph.D. in psychology. While a student, John involved himself deeply in social concerns projects, and later with the American Friends Service Committee. Participation in Friends meeting became important to him. Teaching became his profession after he left graduate school. As a Fulbright Lecturer in 1964 and 1965, he established a Department of Psychology at Thammasat University in Thailand. Subsequently, he studied Mandarin, visited China, and collected an extensive library on Asia. His honesty helped him approach others with consideration of differing perceptions and needs. He is survived by his wife, Dulcie Barlow; three sons, Aaron, Joel, and Michael Barlow; and one grandson.

Houghton—Anne E. Coppock Houghton, April 7, 1990, of heart failure, in Sandy Spring, Md. She was born in Covrinth, Vt. Her parents, Homer J. and Mabel Cary Coppock, headed the school there. A biology major at Earlham College, she worked in laboratories in Chicago after graduation. She was a charter member of 57th Street Meeting. In 1935, she married Daniel Houghton. The Houghtons went to Arthursdale, W. Va., where AFSC had a program working with coal miners. There, Anne learned to weave and was for many years a weaver by profession. She is survived by her husband, Daniel; three sons, Richard, John, and Harold; 13 grandchildren; and a great-granddaughter.

Maris—Ruth Outland Maris, 90, on August 12, at Roanoke-Chowan Hospital, in Ahoskie, N.C. She was born in Woodland, N.C. She graduated from Guilford College and later studied at Harvard University. For 11 years, she taught in public schools in North Carolina. She taught for two years at a Quaker mission school in Ramallah, Palestine (now the West Bank). Ruth attended the First World YPPE Conference in Holland in 1928. She served for two years as personnel secretary of the American Friends Service Committee in Philadelphia. In 1937, she married Robert H. Maris, a dentist of Wilmington, Del., who had served with AFSC in France during World War II. During World War II, she and her husband traveled to many Civilian Public Service camps. In 1937, they retired to the Friends Boarding Home (The Hickman) in West Chester, Pa. Robert died in 1973. Ruth moved to the Pine Forest Rest Home in Potecasi, N.C., in 1989. She was a member of West Chester (Pa.) Meeting, and a birthright and sojourning member of Rich Square (N.C.) Meeting. She is survived by her stepdaughter, Faith Maris Bulingame; two brothers, Wilfred T. and John G. Outland; two sisters, Janie O. Sams and Margaret O. Revelle; three step-granddaughters; and four great-grandchildren.

Stein—James Rauch Stein, Jr., 85, at Chestnut Hill Hospital in Philadelphia, Pa., after an extended illness. He was born in Harrisburg, Pa., a son of a minister of the Reformed Church. He graduated from Franklin and Marshall College, began his theological training at Union Seminary in New York, and received his B.D. from Hartford Theological Seminary. Following his service in West Virginia and Kentucky with a child feeding program of the American Friends Service Committee, he joined the Religious Society of Friends. He was pastoral secretary of the Virginia Quarterly Meeting of the Baltimore Yearly Meeting for 13 years and pastor of the Poughkeepsie (N.Y.) Friends Meeting for 18 years. He also was a member-at-large of the Executive Committee of Friends General Conference and a delegate to two Friends World Conferences. He married Anne Elizabeth Wills in 1948. Following his retirement, he and Anne moved to Gwynedd, Pa. He was a member of the Board of Advisors of the Earlham School of Religion and of various committees of Friends United Meeting. He is survived by his wife, Anne; a brother, Joseph Stein; and sisters Eleanor R. Stein and Caroline S. Gibson.

Gulf War 101 answer

The answer to each question is D.

Community Living in Quaker-sponsored house of interest in spiritual growth, peace, and social justice. As faiths welcome. Preference to applications completed by 1/1 for January openings, 4/1 for June. For application information: Beacon Hill Friends House, 6 Chestnut Street, Boston, MA 02108. Telephone: (617) 227-9118.


Classical Music Lovers’ Exchange—Nationalwide link between unattached music lovers. (1-800) 233-CMLS, Box 31, Pelham, NY 10803.


Positions Vacant

Casas de los Amigos, Mexico City, Quaker center, needs directors beginning this fall for one year, and assistants for 26-12 month period throughout the year. Housing and small allowance provided. Contact: Felipe Salido, Casas de los Amigos, Ignacio Marcial 132, Coloniza 0093, Mexico, DF.

Casa Heberto Sain Friends Center. Reasonable accommodations. Reservations. Association Sonorense de los Amigos, Felipe Salido 32, Hermosillo, Sonora, Mexico. Friends Meetings, Sundays 11 a.m.. Phone: (1-520-821) 701-42.

Books and Publications

To the Beat of a Different Drummer
What it was like to be a World War II “conckie” and to do AFSC relief work in Europe, told in 247 pages of lively prose with 107 illustrations. Soft cover, $10.95 postpaid. Order from the author, J. Henry Denenbrook, 330 Darby Rd., #803, Haverford, PA 19040-1095.

Give minister, teacher, child, Betty Stone’s wisdom anthropology, Coffer of Pearls, quality paperback, $11.95 postpaid. Waterway, 1228 C Columbus Circle, Wilmington, NC 28401.

George Fox’s volume Works (1831 edition) is back in print—at a great price. New introductions by Douglas Gwyn and others. Library bound, acid-free paper. Prices at $16.95 for 8 volumes. Sets may be ordered for $140. Deposits with the order. This set would be a wonderful, lasting gift for your favorite meeting library. Prospectus available. Orders: George Fox Fund, Inc., 2635 S. Broad Street, #224, Philadelphia, PA 19148.

Most translated after the Bible is Lao Tzu’s Tao Te Ching. For catalog of various editions and interpretations of his simple philosophy, write Tao-Eco Books, Box 3765, Tucson, AZ 85722.

Books—Quaker spiritual classics, history, biography, and current Quaker experience, published by Friends United Press, 101-A Quaker Hill Dr., Richmond, IN 47374. Write for free catalogue.

For Sale

Certified Organic Vermont-grown farm produce. Storable crops, herbs, canned goods. Write: NEDO, RR 1, Box 609, Hardwick, VT 05843.


How to Tell 30,000 Friends About Your Service or Product: Advertise In Friends JOURNAL!

To receive advertising information, just fill out and mail the coupon below to: Advertising, Friends JOURNAL, 1015 H Street, N.E., Washington, DC 20005.

Rental and Retreats

Fi. Myers, Florida—adult park mobile home rental with option to buy. Two-bdr., fl. rm., central airheat, furnished. $600/mo., three month minimum. Wilmer and Emily Cooper, 1015 Hidden Valley Drive, Richmond, VA 23774. (804) 892-7675.

Hawaii—Island of Kauai. Cozy housekeeping cottages. Peace, palms, privacy. $75/nightly. 147 Royal Drive, Kapaa, HI 96746. (808) 822-2311.

Retirement Living

Efficiency apartment now available at The Hickman, Friends Boarding Home of Concord Quarterly Meeting, in West Chester, Pa. Includes housekeeping and midday meal service. Contact: John Schwab (215) 696-1354 or write: The Hickman, 400 North Walnut Street, West Chester, PA 19380.

How to Tell 30,000 Friends About Your Service or Product: Advertise In Friends JOURNAL!

To receive advertising information, just fill out and mail the coupon below to: Advertising, Friends JOURNAL, 1015 H Street, N.E., Washington, DC 20005.
ment by attractive dining facilities, auditorium, library and full medical protection. Setting is a wonderful combination of rural and urban environment. For information write: 500 Marilyn Avenue, Department F, State College, PA 16801. Telephone: (800) 253-4561.

Schooils
The Meeting School celebrates the transition from youth to adulthood by encouraging students to make decisions in their own lives in Friends (Quaker) boarding high school in southern New Hampshire. We emphasize experiential education, stressing for innovative and challenging academic work while working with and considering equality regardless of age. Teenagers live on campus in faculty homes. The program promotes community, honesty, the peaceful resolution of conflict, the dignity of physical labor, mutual trust and respect, and care for the earth. Admissions: The Meeting School, Ridge, NH 03461. (603) 899-3386.

A value-centered, based for learning disabled elementary students. Small, remedial classes; qualified staff serving Philadelphia and northern suburbs. The Quaker School at Horsam. 318 Meeting House Road, Horsam, PA 19044. (215) 674-2875.

Services Offered

Typeletters by Friends Publishing Corporation. Our organization offers you professional typelettering at quick, fast service. We typepress books, manuscripts, newsletters, brochures, posters, ads, and every issue of Friends Journal. We also produce high quality type via modern transmission. Call (215) 241-7282, or 241-7116 for more information.

Meetings

A partial listing of Friends meetings in the United States and abroad.

MEETING NOTICE RATES: $12 per line per year. Please in advance. No discount. Changes: $8 each.

CANADA
EDMONTON—Unprogrammed worship 11 a.m. First Day. For location and other information, contact David Miller (403) 988-9335.
HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA—469-8955 or 477-3690.
OTTAWA—Worship and First-day school 10 a.m. Fourth Avenue. (613) 233-9293.
TORONTO, ONTARIO—Worship and First-day school 11 a.m. Lothair Ave. (North from cor, Bloor and Bedford).

COSTA RICA
MONTEVERDE—Phone 61-10-46 or 61-26-56. SAN JOSE—Unprogrammed meeting 11 a.m. Sunday. Phone 42-4373 or 93-81-68.

FRANCE
PARIS—Worship Sundays 11 a.m. Centre Quaker, 114, rue de Vaugirard.

GERMANY
HEIDELBERG—Unprogrammed meeting 11:30 a.m. Sundays Hauptstrasse 133 (Junior year). Phone 06223-1386.
GUATEMALA
GUATEMAL—First and third Sunday. 367922 evenings.

MEXICO
MEXICO CITY—Unprogrammed, Sundays, 11 a.m. Casa de los Amigos, Ignacio Marcial 132, 06030, Mexico 1, D.F. 705-0521.
NIGERIA
MANAGUA—Unprogrammed Worship 10 a.m. each Sunday at Centro de los Amigos, APTDQ 5391 Managua, Nicaragua. 06-3216 or 06-9584.

SWITZERLAND
GENEVA—Meeting for worship and First-day school 10:30 a.m., midweek meeting 12:30 p.m. Wednesdays. 73 av. Mervelet, Quaker House, Petit-Saconnex.

UNITED STATES
Alaska
ANCHORAGE—Unprogrammed. Call for time & directions. (907) 248-8990 or 345-1279.
JUNEAU—Unprogrammed First Day 9 a.m. 922 Seatte Street. Phone (907) 564-4409 for information.

Arizona
FLAGSTAFF—Unprogrammed meeting and First-day school 11 a.m. 402 S. Beaver, 86001.
FOX CANYON—Unprogrammed, First Day, 10 a.m. Hildale Friends Meetinghouse, 12558. Phone: (435) 387-5311.

California
 ARCATA — 11 a.m. 1920 Zehnder. (707) 677-0461.
 BERMÚDEZ—Unprogrammed meeting. Worship 11 a.m. 2151 Vine St., 90027. Phone: 442-9723. 
 BERKELEY—Unprogrammed meeting. Worship 11 a.m. 1172 Shakespeare Blvd., 94709. Phone: 646-5566.
 BERMUDA—8:30 a.m. meeting for worship, First-day school.
 BOREALIS—Unprogrammed, First Day 9 a.m. 15056 Days. Phone: 792-6223.
 CAIPE—Unprogrammed, First Day 11 a.m. 756-3524.
 GRASS VALLEY—Singing 9:30 a.m., meeting for worship 9:45 a.m., discussion/sharing 11 a.m. John Woolman School campus, 1255 Jones Bar Road. Phone 273-5485.
 HEOMET—Meeting for worship 9:30 a.m. 4380 Cedar Ave. Visitors call (714) 927-7578 or 658-2261.
 LA JOLLA—Meeting 10 a.m. 7300 Eads Ave. Visitors call 458-6800 or 456-1020.
 LONGBEACH—10 a.m. Onzaha at Spuulding. 434-1004.
 LOS ANGELES—Meeting 11 a.m. 1187 S. Normandie. Visitors call 296-0733.
 MARIN COUNTY—10 a.m. 177 East Biltmore Ave., Mill Valley, CA. Phone: (415) 382-1226.
 MONTREY PENINSULA—Friends meeting for worship, Sundays, 9:30 a.m. Call (650) 899-2200 or 375-0134.
 OJAI—Unprogrammed worship, First-days 9 a.m. Call 646-4697 or 543-5200.
 ORANGE COUNTY—Meeting for worship 10 a.m. Harbor Area Adult Day Care Center, 661 Hamilton St., Costa Mesa, CA 92627. (714) 575-7917.
 PALO ALTO—Meeting for worship and First-days classes for children 9:30 a.m. 957 Colorado.
 PASADENA—Orange Grove Montly Meeting, 320 E. Orange Grove Blvd. First-day school 10 a.m., meeting for worship 11 a.m. Phone: 792-6223.
 RELENDS—River-Side—San Bernardino—Inland Valley, Friends meeting. Unprogrammed. Call (714) 662-5364 or 792-7766.
 SACRAMENTO—Meeting 10 a.m. Stanford Settlement, 450 W. El Camino near Northgate. Phone: (916) 452-0917.
 SAN DIEGO—Unprogrammed worship, First-days 10 a.m. 4848 Seminole Dr. (615) 456-3520.
 SAN FERNANDO VALLEY—Unprogrammed worship, First Days, 9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. 15906 Bledsoe, Sylmar, 3070-8593.
 SAN FRANCISCO—Meeting for worship, First Days, 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Cal-Poly University Christian Center, 1466 Footl Valley Blvd., San Luis Obispo, CA. 93435-0996.
 SANTA BARBARA—Marymount School (above the Mission), 10 a.m. Children's program and child care. P.O. Box 40120, Santa Barbara, CA 93140-1209. Phone: 965-5302.
 SANTA CRUZ—Monthly Meeting 10 a.m. Louden Nelson Community Center, Paul Niebuck, Clerk. (408) 257-0714.
 SANTA MONICA—First-day school and meeting at 10 a.m. 1440 Hawthorne Blvd. Phone: 402-4609.
 SANTA ROSA—Redwood Forest Meeting. Worship 10 a.m. Phone: (707) 543-1371 for location.
 WESTWOOD (Weet L Angeles)—Meeting 10 a.m. University Religious Conferences, 600 Hilgar (across from BSE center UCLA campus). Phone: (213) 295-2133.
 WHITTIER—White's Monthly Meeting, Administration Building, corner Painter and Philadelphia. Worship 9:30 a.m. P.O. Box 122. Phone: 958-1388.
 YUCA VALLEY—Unprogrammed meeting. Friends Church of Religious Science, 7434 Bankroll Trail, Yuca Valley. (619) 635-1153.

Colorado
BOULDER—Meeting and First-day school 10 a.m. Phone: 494-4606 or 494-2982.

TUCSON—Pima Friends Meeting (unprogrammed), 10 a.m. 931 N. 5th Ave. Information: 864-5155 or 327-8973.

Arkansas
LITTLE ROCK—Unprogrammed meeting, First-day school and adult discussion, 8:30 a.m. Worship at 11 a.m. at Quapaw Quaker Meeting House, 1601 S. Louisiana. Phone (501) 224-5207.
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Connecticut

HARTFORD—Meeting and first-school day 10 a.m., discussion 11 a.m., 14 South Quaker Lane, West Hartford. Phone: 232-3631.

MIDDLETOWN—Worship 10 a.m. Center for Humanities, 10 Pearl St. Phone: 637-2000.

NEW HAVEN—Meeting and first-school day, 10 a.m., discussion 11 a.m. Friends Meeting House, 427 Whispering Pines Rd., Woodbridge, Conn. 06525. Phone: 467-6329.


WILTON—Worship 10 a.m., Student Center, 340 W. Green St., Urbana. Phone: (217) 328-5853 or 344-5346.

State of Delaware

CAMDEN—Worship 11 a.m. First-school day 10 a.m., 2 mi. S. of Dover, 132 Camden-Wyo Ave. (Rte. 10). Phone: 782-4744, 977-7275.

CENTRE—Meeting for worship 11 a.m. three miles east of Centreville on the Centre Meeting Road at Adam Dem Rd. Phone: 221-4314.

HOCKESSIN—First-school day 10 a.m., worship 11 a.m. N.W. from Hockessin-Yorklyn Rd. at first crossroad.

NEWARK—First-school day 9 a.m., worship 10 a.m. Newark Center for Creative Learning, 401 Phillips Ave. (Rte. 302) 266-7694.

OCEAN—Worship 1st Sun. 11 a.m., 113 Main St., New Castle. Phone: 863-5261.

WILMINGTON—Worship 9:15 a.m., first-school day 10:30 a.m., 4414 Burton Ave., Wilmington. Phone: 232-1815.

WILMINGTON—Worship and first-school day 10 a.m. 4th & West Sts. Phones: 652-4451, 328-7763.

District of Columbia

WASHINGTON—Friends Meeting, 2111 Florida Ave. NW (north of Dupont Circle Metro, near Conn. Ave.), 483-3310. Unprogrammed meetings for worship are held on First Day at FLORIDA AVE. MEETINGHOUSE—Worship at 9 a.m. and 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. on Wed. Discussion at 9:30 a.m. on First Days. First-school day at 11:30 a.m. *Interpreter for the hearing impaired at 11 a.m.* QUAKER HOUSE—2121 Decatur, adjacent

DURWARD FRIENDS SCHOOL—3825 Wisconsin Ave. NW, in the Arts Center. Worship at 11:30 a.m. TACOMA PARK—Meeting group, worship third First-day in members’ homes. Contact Nancy Alexander (301) 891-2064.

WILLIAM PENN HOUSE—515 E. Capitol St. Worship at 11 a.m., 543-5660.

District of Columbia

WASHINGTON—Friends Meeting, 2111 Florida Ave. NW (north of Dupont Circle Metro, near Conn. Ave.), 483-3310. Unprogrammed meetings for worship are held on First Day at FLORIDA AVE. MEETINGHOUSE—Worship at 9 a.m. and 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. on Wed. Discussion at 9:30 a.m. on First Days. First-school day at 11:30 a.m. *Interpreter for the hearing impaired at 11 a.m.* QUAKER HOUSE—2121 Decatur, adjacent

DURWARD FRIENDS SCHOOL—3825 Wisconsin Ave. NW, in the Arts Center. Worship at 11:30 a.m. TACOMA PARK—Meeting group, worship third First-day in members’ homes. Contact Nancy Alexander (301) 891-2064.

WILLIAM PENN HOUSE—515 E. Capitol St. Worship at 11 a.m., 543-5660.

District of Columbia

WASHINGTON—Friends Meeting, 2111 Florida Ave. NW (north of Dupont Circle Metro, near Conn. Ave.), 483-3310. Unprogrammed meetings for worship are held on First Day at FLORIDA AVE. MEETINGHOUSE—Worship at 9 a.m. and 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. on Wed. Discussion at 9:30 a.m. on First Days. First-school day at 11:30 a.m. *Interpreter for the hearing impaired at 11 a.m.* QUAKER HOUSE—2121 Decatur, adjacent

DURWARD FRIENDS SCHOOL—3825 Wisconsin Ave. NW, in the Arts Center. Worship at 11:30 a.m. TACOMA PARK—Meeting group, worship third First-day in members’ homes. Contact Nancy Alexander (301) 891-2064.

WILLIAM PENN HOUSE—515 E. Capitol St. Worship at 11 a.m., 543-5660.

Field of Columbia

WASHINGTON—Friends Meeting, 2111 Florida Ave. NW (north of Dupont Circle Metro, near Conn. Ave.), 483-3310. Unprogrammed meetings for worship are held on First Day at FLORIDA AVE. MEETINGHOUSE—Worship at 9 a.m. and 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. on Wed. Discussion at 9:30 a.m. on First Days. First-school day at 11:30 a.m. *Interpreter for the hearing impaired at 11 a.m.* QUAKER HOUSE—2121 Decatur, adjacent

DURWARD FRIENDS SCHOOL—3825 Wisconsin Ave. NW, in the Arts Center. Worship at 11:30 a.m. TACOMA PARK—Meeting group, worship third First-day in members’ homes. Contact Nancy Alexander (301) 891-2064.

WILLIAM PENN HOUSE—515 E. Capitol St. Worship at 11 a.m., 543-5660.
Chamisa Foundation Preparative Meeting, at Brunn School.

New Mexico:
7-10:30 a.m. at 7000 feet, 12 miles north of Albuquerque.
214-384-5817.
CINCINNATI—Eastern Hills Friends Meeting (previously Clifton Friends Meeting), 1671 Negley Road. Sunday 10 a.m. 7:30-9:30 a.m.

CELEBRA—Meeting for worship and First-day school 10 a.m., first and third Sundays. (419) 756-4411 or 289-8335.

CLEVELAND—Meeting for worship and First-day school 11 a.m. 10916 Magnolia Dr. (216) 791-2220.

COLLEGE STATION—Friends Meeting (Unprogrammed), 202 Tunstall, S.E. 3034, College Station, Tex. 77840. Phone: (409) 763-7100 or 763-4493.

COMMUNITY UNITARIAN—Meeting for worship 11 a.m. on first Sunday. 2801 W. 30th St., Kansas City, Mo. 64108. Phone: 816-474-8363.

DENVER—Friends Meeting (Unprogrammed), 2951 E. 52nd Ave., Denver, Colo. 80222. Phone: (303) 328-6183.


EAST HARTFORD—Friends Meeting (Unprogrammed), 910 Pratt Ave. 860-954-0668.

ELK GROVE—Friends Meeting (Unprogrammed), 5508 Eastern Ave., Elk Grove Village, Ill. 60007. Phone: (708) 469-3343.

EUGENE—Meeting for worship 11 a.m. 2274 F St., Eugene, Ore. 97401. Phone: (503) 344-4216.

FINDLAY—Meeting for worship 11 a.m. 1245 W. Main St., Findlay, Ohio. 45840. Phone: (419) 422-7668.

FIRST DAY MEETING OF FRIENDS—Meeting for worship 11 a.m. 3415 W. Center Rd., Bluffton, Ohio 45817. Phone: (419) 299-0511.

FRONT ROYAL—First-day meeting 10 a.m. Mattoon School Rd. (703) 635-7201.

GOSHEN—Friends Meeting (Unprogrammed), 194 W. School St., Goshen, Ind. 46528. Phone: (574) 535-7314.

GREENSBORO—Meeting for worship 11 a.m. 1516 Salem Ave., Greensboro, N.C. 27401. Phone: (336) 272-0094.

GREENSBORO—Meeting for worship 11 a.m. 1516 Salem Ave., Greensboro, N.C. 27401. Phone: (336) 272-0094.

GREENSBORO—Meeting for worship 11 a.m. 1516 Salem Ave., Greensboro, N.C. 27401. Phone: (336) 272-0094.

GREENSBORO—Meeting for worship 11 a.m. 1516 Salem Ave., Greensboro, N.C. 27401. Phone: (336) 272-0094.

GREENSBORO—Meeting for worship 11 a.m. 1516 Salem Ave., Greensboro, N.C. 27401. Phone: (336) 272-0094.

GREENSBORO—Meeting for worship 11 a.m. 1516 Salem Ave., Greensboro, N.C. 27401. Phone: (336) 272-0094.
Utah
LOGAN—Unprogrammed meeting and First-day school, Sundays: 10:30 a.m. 220 N. 100 E. Call 533-3445, or 752-2702.
SALT LAKE CITY—Unprogrammed meeting and First-day school on Sundays; 10 a.m. 215 S. 500 E. Phone (801) 357-1506, or 587-0719.

Vermont
BENNINGTON—Worship, Sundays, 10 a.m. Old First Church on Monument Circle at the obelisk. (802) 447-7980 or (802) 442-4859.
BURLINGTON—Worship, Sundays, 11 a.m. 173 North Prospect St. Phone: (802) 864-7464, or (802) 863-3034.
MIDDLEBURY—Worship 10 a.m. at Parent/Child Center, 11 Monroe Street. Middlebury. (802) 386-7684.
MONADnock—the Meeting School, Ridge. Summer, 9:30 a.m. (802) 673-4211 or 924-6450.
PLAINFIELD—Each Sunday at 10:30 a.m., Call Hathaway, (802) 222-6480 or Gilson, (802) 864-226.
PUTNEY—Worship, Sunday, 10:00 a.m. Rte. 5, north of village, Putney.
WILDERNESS—Sunday meeting for worship at 10 a.m. in Waltingford. Rotary Building, N. Main St. Phone Kate Brinton, (802) 228-8842, or Leo Cardwell, (802) 446-2556.

Virginia
ALEXANDRIA—Worship every First Day 11 a.m., unprogrammed worship and First-day school. Woodland Meeting House, 8 miles S. of Alexandria, near US 1. Call (703) 765-6440.
CHARLOTTESVILLE—Discussion 10 a.m., Worship 8:45 and 11 a.m. (childcare available) except summer, Worship only 8:45 and 11 a.m. 1104 Forest St. Phone: (804) 971-8859.
FARMVILLE—Worship 10 a.m., discussion 11 a.m. (703) 226-4160.
HARRISONBURG—Unprogrammed worship, 5 p.m. Sundays, Rte. 33 West. (703) 433-8574 or 865-7675.
LEXINGTON—Maury River Meeting, First-day school and unprogrammed worship 10 a.m. Discussion 11 a.m. Call (703) 483-6425.
LINCOLN—Grove Creek United Meeting for worship and First-day school 10 a.m.
McLEAN—Langley Hill Meeting, 5308 Old Rte. 123 and Rte. 193. 10 a.m. First-day school, adult forum 11 a.m.
NORFOLK—Worship and First-day school at 10 a.m. Phone (804) 489-4645 for information.
RICHMOND—Worship 11 a.m., children’s First-day school at 10 a.m. Call (804) 276-6380.
RICHMOND—Midlothian Meeting, Worship 11 a.m., children’s First-day school 11:15 a.m. (804) 378-8566.
ROANOKE—Blackburg/Boone Monthly Meeting; Roanoke section, General Ave. 433-6760, and Blackburg section, Sandra Harold, 382-1542.
Virginia BEACH—Meeting for worship 11 a.m. (based on silence); 1537 Laskin Rd., Virginia Beach, VA 23451.
WILLIAMSBURG—Unprogrammed meeting for worship 4 p.m. Sundays, First-day school 5 p.m. 1333 Jamestown Rd., (804) 228-6893.
WINCHESTER—Hopewell Meeting, 7 mi. N. on Rte. 11 (Clearbrook). Unprogrammed worship for meeting 10:15 a.m. First-day school 10 a.m. Call (703) 867-1718.

Washington
BELLEVUE—Eastside Friends, 4160 159th Ave. SE. Worship, 10 a.m., Sunday school 11 a.m. (425) 747-7453 or 857-6443.
OLYMPIA—Worship 10 a.m. NYC: 220. E Union, first Sunday each month in home, 343-3416 or 357-3855. Address: P.O. Box 194, Olympia, WA 98507.
PULLMAN—See Moscow, Idaho.
SEATTLE—University Friends Meeting 4001 9th Ave. NE. Quiet worship First Days 9:30 & 11 a.m., Weds. 7 p.m. Accommodations: 632-9939.
SPokane—Unprogrammed worship. 747-7727 or 754-2790.
TACOMA—Tacoma Friends Meeting, 3019 31st St. Unprogrammed worship 10 a.m. First-day school 11 a.m. Phone: (206) 762-1079.
WALLA WALLA—10 a.m. Sundays. 522-0399.

West Virginia
MORGANTOWN—Monongalia Friends Meeting, Every Sunday 11 a.m. Phone: Lung Sturtevant 4-589-3149.
PARKERSBURG—Unprogrammed worship, first and third First Days at 10:30 a.m. Phone: (304) 425-8296.
Do our daily lives reflect our respect and thankfulness for the whole of Creation?

Are our dietary practices consistent with Friends' testimonies of nonviolence, integrity, and simplicity?

Do we recognize our bodies as temples of the Spirit, and care for them accordingly?

"No man can look on God and live, live in his own faults, live in the shadow of the least self-deceit, live in harm toward His least creatures, whether man or bird or beast or creeping thing."

Thomas Kelly, *A Testament of Devotion*

Please join us in our witness.

Friends Vegetarian Society of North America
P.O. Box 53354F
Washington, DC 20009

FVSNA provides resources and fellowship for Friends practicing or considering vegetarianism as an outgrowth of their Quaker faith. Annual membership dues are $10, or $6 for people living on low incomes. Life membership is available for $250.
Membership includes a subscription to our quarterly newsletter, *The Friendly Vegetarian*.
Membership dues and contributions to FVSNA are tax-deductible in the United States.